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That John Donne was the founder of the Metaphysical School
of poetry needs no discussion* On the other hand, exactly what
is meant by metaphysical may need more discussion than this intro¬
duction can allow* Fortunately, this paper is not ultimately
concerned with a theoretical definition of the term, and accepts
its common signification k^en used in reference to Donne's poetry*
The term itself shall be discussed only in relation to the
central topic of this paper, metaphor*
Metaphor is as old as poetry itself* The poet in trying
to express formally fables, philosophies and emotions has found
metaphor a most valuable tool* Donne is no exception* His poetry
is rich in metaphor; he frequently staggers the mind with his
originality and unparalleled ingenuity*
Donne's originality does not lie exclusively in the kinds
of metaphor he uses* It is true that as a poet Donne tapped sources
never before touched to serve as the basis for his metaphors* Milton
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Rugoff in his book Donne's Imagery: A Study in Creative Sources
takes us through the maze of Elizabethan learning which serves as
the sources for so many of Donne's brilliant metaphors* He catalogues
how frequently they appear and from what area of learning they are
drawn* His book is a most useful tool in understanding the material
i
Milton Allan Rugoff, Donne's Imagery: A Study in Creative
Sources (New York: Russell and Russell, Inc*, 1962)*
which fed Donne's generative imagination.
We will look at another side of Donne's imagination in this
thesis. Rather than be concerned with the generative aspects of
Donne's imagination^ we will be concerned with how Donne used its
products--i.e.j his use of metaphor.
The title of this thesis is "From Petrarch to Luther* A
Study of Metaphor in the Poetry of John Donne." We will look
closely at Donne's move away from the Petrarchan tradition towards
his own unique style and philosophy. The format will be to follow
the thematic progression in Donne's poetry, with a chapter devoted
to the three major themes of promiscuous love, true love and love
of God. The importance of sources will be mentioned when necessary,
but they are not the main focus of this discussion.
As we progress from Petrarch to Luther we will look at the
tensions which exist between Donne's metaphors and the themes upon
which they are based. It is the strangeness and seeming inappro¬
priateness of these metaphors juxtaposed to tie subject matter of
Donne's poetry that will be studied most closely—the seeming
inappropriateness of Petrarchan devices celebrating carnal experience,
carnal metaphors in discussing a love closely related to Platonic
love and a host of profane metaphors to express the poet's deepest
religious fervor. Of course the influence of Petrarch, Plato,
Luther and others as sources for the metaphors must be examined in
order to substantiate the critical ideas put forth in this thesis.
However, the lesser fields of Elizabethan learning such as astronomy,
medicine and alchemy will not be closely examined despite their
influence on Donne, since that influence is so well-known that even
the standard student anthologies elucidate its sources in footnote.
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All of the poems used in this thesis come from the Elegies,
Songs and Sonnets and the Divine Poems. It would facilitate our
discussion if it were possible to place all of the poems in a
firm chronological structure; that, however, is impossible. Most
scholars agree that it is almost impossible to date Donne's poetry
accurately. Probable dates, when considered necessary, will be
given in the discussion of some of the more important poems examined
in this thesis. All such dates will come from the chronology
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arranged by John T. Shawcross.
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John T, Shawcross, ed.. The Complete Poetry of John Donne
(Garden City, New York: Anchor Books, Doubleday and Co., Inc., 1967).
CHAPTER I
TRANSITIONS
Sometime late in her reign, and for many reasons, Elizabeth's
golden age began to tarnish. The succession problem weighed heavily
on everyone's mind. The Virgin Qxieen provided no direct Tudor heir,
and the Stuarts, her closest cousins, were Catholics. Superstitious
Elizabethans saw forboding signs in the unexplainable "Late ecilpses
of the sun and moon." Internal strife was growing. The Tudor
stability was threatened not only by the imminent death of the heir¬
less queen; the late Sixteenth Century also witnessed the unsuccessful
rebellion of the Earl of Essex and his subsequent execution. Coupled
with the Essex rebellion was the growing possibility of a Catholic
plot to overthrow the queen. So real was the possibility that Eliza¬
beth finally had to decapitate her royal Catholic cousin, Mary, Queen
of Scots. And Mary and the Catholics were not the only religious
problem which existed in Elizabethan England; thefuritans were becoming
stronger and stronger. Discontent was everywhere.
English poetry, like the spirit of the age, too was changing.
While it is true that Edmund Spenser did not publish his Amoretti
and Epithalamion until 1595* 5ir Philip Sidney, the apotheosis of a
Renaissance gentleman, died from wounds received at Arnhem in 1586.
The works of these two men and Shakespeare's represent the height of
Elizabethan poetic achievement. Yet the works of these men represent
the completion of a period, not its beginning. .
1
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It is believed by most scholars that Donne started writing
his Elegies as early as 1593* While he was writing such anti-
Petrarchan poems Spenser was busy writing poems such as the following
What guyle is this* that those her golden tresses^
She doth attyre under a net of gold:
And with sly skill so cunningly them dresses*
That which is gold or heare* may scarse be told?
Is it that mens frayle eyes* which gaze too bold*
She may entangle in that golden snare:
And being caught may craftily enfold*
Theyr weaker harts* which are not wel aware?
Take heed therefore* myne eyes* how ye doe stare
Henceforth too rashly on that guileful 1 net.
In which if ever ye entrapped are*
Out of her bands ye by no meanes shall get.
Fondness it were for any being free*
To covet fetter* though they golden bee....l
The delicacy of language and style of this poem is characteristic of
Petrarchan love sonnets. It is away from this delicacy of style*
thought and language that Donne moves. Comparing Donne to the three
great Elizabethan sonneteers easily demonstrates why Donne's style
was called "masculine."
The movement from Elizabethan poetry to Metaphysical poetry
is not as simple as the movement from a delicate*fanciful language
to a masculine style. Many other things caused the Metaphysical
reaction* and before we look at the stylistic changes involved we
must look at philosophical developments and changes.
The Italian Renaissance ushered in a new world era. The arts
enjoyed a period of expansion and patronage unlike any previous
period. In Italy during the Fourteenth Century Petrarch wrote his
sonnets to Laura* sonnets heavily influenced by Neo>Platonic
philosophy. Petrarch stressed the importance of spiritual beauty
1
Edmund Spenser* The Poetical Works of Edmund Spenser
(London: Oxford University Press* 1963^* p. 568.
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over physical beauty; he emphasized the spiritual powers of love
over the physical. He demonstrated through his love for Laura how
love awakens men to divine beauty, and the true and right purpose
of earthly love.
Earthly love was related to heavenly love and
differed from it, outside of its finite nature
mainly in that it was an aspiration rather than
a realization. The first stage of this aspira¬
tion was the gross awakening of the senses to
bodily beauty. Love began to cast off its
mortality when the lover first apprehended that
the beauty of the mind was greater than that
of the body, and as soul dawned upon soul, he
recognized the idea he held of the beauty of
the beloved in his memory of his previous
heavenly existence, and appreciated that the
love of soul beauty is more honorable than that
of bodily beauty. From this point it was pos¬
sible to progress to a knowledge of the univer¬
sal concept of womanly beauty, the beauty of
all womankind. From this he night reach an
understanding of heavenly beauty itself, the
divine essence....2
Laura does have this kind of influence on her lover. When he is
united with Laura in heaven, it is not her beauty which is most
important. The Beatific Vision, "the divine essence," is the
ultimate goal and reward for his love of Laura.
A second important work of the Italian Renaissance which
influenced Platonic Elizabethan lovers is Castiglione's The Courtier.
The Courtier was published in Italy in 1528. This romance not only
deals with courtly love; it also, in Bembo's discourse in Book IV,
provides a philosophy of Neo-Platonic love and rules to follow if
one wished to be a successful Neo-Platonic lover.
...to shun thoroughly all filthiness of common
love, and so enter into the holy way of love
2
Frank A. Doggett, "Donne's Platonism,"
XLII (July, 1934), pp. 274-275.
Sewanee Review.
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with the guide of reason* and first consider
that the body where that beauty shineth is not
the fountain whence beauty springeth* but rather
because beauty is bodiless and* as we have said*
an heavenly shining beam* she loseth much of
her honor when she is coupled with that vile
subject and full of corruption* because the
less she is partner thereof* the more perfect
she is* and* clean sundered from it* is most
perfect• ..Let him lay aside* therefore* the
blind judgement of the sense* and enjoy with
his eyes the brightness* the comeliness* the
loving sparkles* laughters* gestures* and all
the other pleasant furnitures of beauty* es¬
pecially with hearing the sweetness of her
voice...and so shall he with the most dainty
food feed the soul through the means of these
two senses which have little bodily substance
in them and be the ministers of reason* with¬
out entering farther toward the body with
coveting unto any longing otherwise than honest....3
Petrarch and Castiglione found their way to England in both
the original Italian and translation. Two important Elizabethan
Sonneteers* Sir Thomas Wyatt and Henry Howard* Earl of Surrey* are
responsible for translating Petrarch and writing in the Petrarchan
mode. The Elizabethan philosopher and author Thomas Hoby published
the first English translation of The Courtier in I56I. By 1577* the
date of the second edition of The Courtier* Neo-Platonic love was
well-known in England.
The sighing* love-sick Renaissance lover did not always
adhere to the higher ideals set forth by Petrarch and Castiglione.
The stylistic features of Petrarchanism remained* but frequently
the Neo-Platonic ideal gave way to a more earthy emotion. The
moral end of Sidney's Astrophel and Stella attests to the growing
concern of Petrarchan imitators with the desire for sexual
3
Baldassare Castiglione* The Courtier* Thomas Hoby trans.
(N.P.: The National Alumni* 1907)* p. 353.
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consummation of their love. Astrophel is a would-be rake who is
unstatisfied with love's looks. He wants to move beyond contem¬
plation of Stella's beauty to the consummation of his love. Sonnet
XXXI of the sequence reveals Astrophel's true intention.
With how sad steps, 0 Moon, thou climbst the skies!
How silently, and with how wan a face!
What, may it be that even in heavenly place
That busy archer his sharp arrows tries?
Sure, if that long-with-love-acquainted eyes
Can judge of love, thou feel'st a lover's case:
I read it in thy looks: thy languisht grace.
To me that feel the like, thy state descries.
Then even of fellowship, 0 Moon, tell me.
Is constant love deem'd there but want of wit?
Are beauties there as proud as here they be?
Do they above love to be lov'd and yet
Those lovers scorn whom that love doth possess?
Do they call virtue there ungratefulness?....4
The outcome of Astrophel and Stella is not to Astrophel's liking
the lady remains virtuous. Sidney's purpose in writing the sequence
was to emphasize the rewards of virtue and the suffering of sin.
Beyond its moral purpose Astrophel and Stella points to the
decadence of the Petrarchan tradition. Petrarchism was no longer
a combination of the style used by Petrarch and an idea of love
based upon Neo-Platonic thought, but rather a poetic system of
techniques and devices, in which love, the beloved, or beauty, singly
or together, were idealized (or in some cases, idolized.)
Astrophel's ideas about love are certainly more realistic
than those of Petrarch and Bembo, but love poetry was to take on
greater dimensions of realism under Donne and the Metaphysical
Poets. Realism was to replace idealism, and in some cases cynicism
was to replace gentle wooing. "After the flood of conventional
5
Gerarld Bullett, ed.. Silver Poets of the Sixteenth Century
(London: J.M. Dent and Sons Ltd., 1970)* p» 184.
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sonnet sequences In the Petrarchan fashion* poets felt the need of
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realism." Donne and his followers were to give English literature
that realism.
The language of the Petrarchan convention Is never as real
as the language used by Donne In his poetry. Their language Is
contrived* and frequently archaic for poetic purposes. The first
two lines of the Spenserian sonnet quoted above: "What guyle Is
this that those her golden tresses* She doth attyre under a net of
gold*" demonstrate this point.
The "Petrarchan" sonneteers are not trying to
make their work sound like the speaking voice.
They are not trying to communicate faithfully
the raw* the merely natural Impact of actual
passion.
The aim of the other style Is quite different.
It wishes to be convincing* Intimate* natural-
1StiC.a..6
Petrarchan Imitators were working within a convention* and the
language which they used to create reflects this.
Another characteristic of the Petrarchan cenventlon Is Its
diction. The words were chosen from a repetoire of poetic words.
The frequency of certain words In the description of the beloved
was so great It would seem that all Petrarchan Imitators were In
love with the same lady.
Before the end of the fifteenth Century In Italy
the lady's beauties were codified—the golden
hair* the fine white hands* the black eyes*
the ebony eye brows* the roses and lilies In
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Joan Bennett* Five Hetaphyslcal Poets (Cambridge* England:
Cambridge University Press* 1964)* p. 15.
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C.S. Lewis* "Donne and Love Poetry In the Seventeenth
Century," In Seventeenth Century English Poetry. William R. Keast*
E0« (London: Oxford University Press* 1969)# pp. 93-9^.
her cheeks* her pearly teeth* her coral lips*
her breasts like globes of atabaster«*..7
So common was this description of the lady* too* In English poetry
that Shakespeare In his famous blazon used them negatively*
My mistress' eyes are nothing like the sun;
Coral Is far more red than her lips' red;
If snow be white* why then her brests are dun;
If hairs be wires* black wires grow on her head*
I have seen roses damask'd red and white*
But no such roses see I In her cheeks;
And In some perfumes Is there more delight
Than In the breath that from my mistress reeks*
I love to hear her speak* yet well I know
That music hath a far more pleasing sound;
I grant I never saw a goddess go;
My mistress* when she walks* treads on the ground;
And yet* by heaven* I think my love as rare
As any she belled with false compare****8
Stock phrases did not exist just
relied on the same lexicon of words to
their lady's coldness towards them and
Petrarchan Imitators also shared
Among those common characteristics was
beloved lady*




the tendency to deify the
Praise of the lady* however Indirect* Is the
basic subject natter of petrarchlstic poetry*
as It was for Petrarch himself* She Is physical
and spiritual perfection* which It Is Impossible
to express adequately; hence any attempt must
be In the superlative* hyperbolical terms****9
Just a short quote from Sidney's "What tongue can her perfections
7
Leonard Forster* The Icy FI ret Five Studies In European
Petrarchism (Cambridge* England: Cambridge University Press* 19^9)
pp* 9>10*
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William Shakespeare* The Complete Works of Shakespeare.
Hardin Craig* ed* (Atlanta: Scott* Foresman and Co** 1961)* p* 492
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Forster* op* clt*. p* 9*
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tell?" will demonstrate this, as well as his susceptibility to
use the code words for her beauty*
What tongue can her perfections tell?
In whose each part all pens may dwell?
Her hair fine threads of finest gold.
In curled knots man's thought to hold*
But that her forehead says 'In me
A whiter beauty you may see*'
Whiter indeed, more white than snow
Which on cold Winter's face doth grow:
That doth present those even brows
Whose equal line their angles bows;
Like to the Hoon, when, after change.
Her horned head abroad doth range.
And arches be two heavenly lids.
Whose wink each bold attempt forbids*
(11* 1-14)
Coupled with the lavish language and excessive praise,
Petrarchan imitators frequently resorted to classical allusions*
From cries to their Muses for inspiration to cures on Cupid,
followers of the convention could always find some reason to allude
to a classical figure. Examples of this abound in the poetry of
Sidney and Spenser, as well as in the lesser poets of the Sixteenth
Century* The following poem from the Earl of Surrey illustrates
one of the most frequent uses of the classics, comparison of the
beloved to Venus*
If he that erst the form so lively drew
Of Venus' face, triumph'd in painter's art.
Thy father then what glory did ensure
By whose pencil a goddess made thou art!*.**10
Poets of the Renaissance convention wrote countless comparisons
of this nature, and relied on the classics as much as they relied
on the code of beauty and the lexicon of poetic words*
Donne on the other hand did not follow the convention* He
10
Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey, Silver Poets of the Sixteenth
Century, p* 128*
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did not use the repetoire of words used by his predecessors. He
reached for new words, words which appeared in the real world.
I, when I value gold, may think upon
The ductilness, the application.
The wholsomness, the ingenuitie.
From rust, from soil, from fire ever free;
But if I love it, this because 'tis made
By our new nature (Use) the soul of trade'....11
("Loves Progress," 11. 11-16)
While Donne's use of gold is not rare; how he uses it, and the
words involved are.
Donne demands a greater amount of concentration if his poem
is to be understood. He does not allow the reader to make the
usual associations by using the lexicon his predecessors used.
...The metaphysical poets use the natural lan¬
guage of men when they are soberly engaged in
commerce or in scientific speculation, so that
the words themselves, apart from their meaning
in the context, have no repercussions. They
cut themselves off from one of the common means
of poetry and thus become entirely dependent
on a successful fusion between thought and
feeling....12
By moving away from the diction which we easily associate with
Renaissance poetry Donne moves away from the usual emotional means
of contact with the reader. The calls to Diana no longer come;
the reader is called upon to think, not sympathize. "The Peculiarity
of the metaphysical poets is not that they relate, but that the




This quotation, as well as all other quotations of Donne's
poetry, comes from the Shawcross edition, op. cit.
12
Joan Bennett, op. cit., p. 9.
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A look at Donne's 'The Flea" compared to the poem from
"Astrophel and Stella," quoted above on page five, will illustrate
the above point.
Harke but this flea, and marke in this.
How little that which thou deny'st me is;
It suck'd me first, and now sucks thee.
And in this flea, our two bloods mingled bee;
Thou know'st that this cannot be said
A sinne, nor shame, not losse of maidenhead.
Yet this enjoys before it wooe.
And pamper'd swells with one blood made of two.
And this, alas is more then wee would doe.
Oh stay, three lives in one flea spare.
Where wee almost, yea more then maryed are.
This flea is you and I and this
Our mariage bed, and mariage temple is;
Though parents grudge, and you w'are met.
And cloystered in these living walls of Jet.
Though use make you apt to kill mee.
Let not to that, self murder added bee.
And sacrilege, three sinnes in killing three.
(11. 1-18)
Donne's seduction is here, as in several poems, based on logic.
He seeks to convince the lady through an elaborate intellectual
scheme that to engage in sexual intercourse is not a serious sin,
but rather an innocent pleasure. If in a flea they are able to
mingle, why cannot they mingle sexually? The flea unites them in
a way marriage never could. By killing the flea the lady not only
kills him, she kills herself. Donne's wit carries the seduction
one incredable step further. There are three lives now in the flea
hence, killing the flea would be contemptuous of the Trinity. But
alas, she does kill the flea in the third stanza, not quoted here,
and Donne reverses himself, more brillantly making his plea for a
sexual linking.
ITis true, then learne how false, feares bee;
Just so much honor, when thou yeeld'st to mee.
Will wast, as this flea's death tooke life from thee.'
(11. 25-27)
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Donne attempts to win this lady through his intellectual prowess.
Astrophel on the other hand does not wittily seduce Stella.
He sings and writes; he sighs and mourns. His plea is the inten>
sity of his love, and when he is unsuccessful he holds counsel
with the moon. His sighs eclipse his logic, and his emotions are
the center of the poem.
The move from emotionalism and inactive passionate longing
to logic and active seduction, and from a conventional style and
lexicon to an individual style and personal vocabulary is the key
to the transition from the Petrarchan convention to the love poetry
of John Donne. In the next chapter we will look at how this transi¬
tion influenced the metaphors of Donne's love poetry.
CHAPTER II
THE SCHOLARLY RAKE
Before proceeding to look at Metaphysical love poetry, it
will be necessary to look first at the term "metaphysical" itself.
English scholars can thank John Dryden for this appellation which
has confused students of English poetry for centuries. His oft
1
quoted statement is probably as well-known to the student of
Donne as the Holy Sonnet "Batter my heart, three per son'd God."
But John Donne was not a metaphysician, in the modern tense
of the term. He was a scholar and, like all intelligent Renaissance
gentlemen, studied philosophy, science and the humanities. He
spent three years at Oxford, 1584-1587, and three years at Cambridge,
1587-1590. Donne, in those years, studied metaphysics, and used
his metaphysical knowledge as a source for metaphor and imagery.
But his poems do not attempt to teach metaphysics. "None of the
Metaphysical poets has for his main theme a metaphysic like that of
Epicurus or St. Thomas passionately apprehended and imaginatively
2
expounded." Metaphysics is a device used by Donne to appeal to
1
Donne, says Dryden, "...Affects the metaphysics, not only
in his satires, but in his amorous verses, where nature only should
reign; and perplexes the minds of the fair sex with nice specula¬
tions of philosophy, when he should engage their hearts, and
entertain them with the softness of love."
2
H.J.C. Grierson, from Metaphysical Lyrics and Poems of the
Seventeenth Century, in Seventeenth Century English Poetry. Wi11iam
R. Keast, ed., p. 3*
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the intellect. It is used to create, not as a theme. 'The meta¬
physics occur in his poetry as a vehicle, but never as a thing to
3
be conveyed." Donne's poetry is highly dramatic, and it is the
drama of the situation that he recreates, not a metaphysical
doctrine.
As well as being dramatic, Donne's love poetry rings with
a tone of realism unknown to most poetry of the Sixteenth Century.
As stated earlier, much of this realism is due to Donne's departure
from the tradition of love poetry which existed before and simul¬
taneously with his love poetry. In Chapter One we recognize that
one of the major departures was away from emotionalism which was
replaced by an appeal to the intellect. This chapter will look
closely at the scholarly metaphor in five of Donne's promiscuous
love poems. The first to be examined will be "Elegie: The Bracelet.
Upon the losse of his Mistresses Chaine, for which he made
4
satisfact ion."
"The Bracelet," one of sixteen poems believed to have been
5
written between 1593 and 1596, is an excellent place to begin
looking at the anti-Petrarchan Donne. The setting of the poem is
Petrarchan? however, the theme of the poem is anti-Petrarchan. The
lover appears before the beloved to make satisfaction for a lost
trinket which she had given him. The guilty lover stands before a
-
Joan Bennett, op. cit., p. 24.
4
This is Elegie XI in Grierson's edition of Donne's Poetry.
To avoid confusion I will refer to all elegies by name and not by
the numbers assigned to them by Grierson.
5
Shawcross, op. cit., p. 412.
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"dread judge" who has handed down a "severe sentence." By calling
to mind the Last Judgement before the most dreadful of judges,
Donne mocks the love courts which were a part of the courtly tradi¬
tion, and increases this mockery while defending the "twelve
Righteous Angels" his beloved has demanded in payment for the lost
bracelet.
Before the judge Donne never begs forgineness for his own
sin. This is a grievous sin within the Petrarchan convention
considering the value placed on trinkets owned by the lady.
"...Objects belonging to the lady could be hymned: rings, necklaces,
bracelets, furniture, pet dogs and birds, even fleas; or things
6
that had merely passed through her hands..." His unconcern for
the lost bracelet is scandalous; his great concern for the gold
coins is sacrilegious. Compounding his mockery of love courts
and contempt for the trinket is his personification of the gold
and his idolization of it in a fashion commonly used to idolize
one's beloved.
Playing with the name of a British gold coin, Donne refers
to the coins as "Angels." The dold coins were called "Angels"
because of the picture of the Archangel Michael, and it is a
derivation of the tribe name Angle, inhabitants of Angleland.
Using their name, Donne creates an elaborate metaphor personifying
the coins as angels.
0, shall twelve righteous Angels, which as yet
No leaven of vile soder did admit;
Nor yet by any fault have straid or gone
From the first state of their Creation;
Angels, which heaven commanded to provide
S
Forster, op. cit.. p. 10.
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All things to me, and be my falthfell guide;
To galne new friends, t'appease great enemies;
To comfort my soul* when I lie or rise.
Shall these twelve Innocents, by the severe
Sentence (dread judge) my sins great burden beare?
Shall they be damn'd and In the furnace throwne.
And punisht for offences not their owne?
(11. 9-20}
The religious Influences In this metaphoric development are many.
The angels are twelve, an obvious reference to both the twelve
tribes of Israel and the twelve Apostles of Christ. These angels
are also "righteous," free from sin. The following verse, line
ten, borrowing from the Old Testament Passover rite, recognizes
them to be unleavened with base metal. Passover bread too was to
be unleavened. Continuing the religious references, Donne portrays
the angels as having been free from sin from the moment of their
creation. They, like the Virgin Mary, were conceived Immaculately.
Donne also Imparts to his gold the responsibility of angels. They
were to be a guide and comfort to his soul. Catholic folklore
taught that each Christian soul was assigned a guardian angel at
birth to perform the duties Donne assigned to his "angels."
As mentioned above, Donne's presentation of the beloved calls
to mind the Last Judgement, when God, the merciful father, will
become the most dreadful of judges. The "dread judge" of the poem,
however. Is not a just judge, as God will be. She Is content to
damn the twelve "righteous" and "Innocent" angels for "offences not
their own." The poem's dread judge m6cks the disdainful lady of
the Petrarchan tradition. If she Is all sweetness and light, why
then Is she so cruel and unjust?
Some seventy-five lines later, after a discourse on the
worthlessness of coins from other countries, Donne continues the plea
16
for his gold through religious metaphor.
But, thou art resolute; Thy will be done;
Yet with such anguish, as her onely sonne
The Mother in the hungry grave doth lay.
Unto the fire these Martyrs I betray.
Good soules, (for you give life to everything)
Good Angels, (for good messages you bring)
Destin'd you might have beene to such a one.
As would have lov'd and worship'd you alone:
One which would suffer hunger, nakedness.
Yea death, ere he would make your number lesse.
(11. 79-88)
In the first line quoted above Donne quotes The Lord's Prayer, once
more deifying the lady of the poem. He then compares himself to
the Virgin Mary and his gold to Christ. The upper-case "Mother"
is an allusion to Mary, the Mother of Christ, who did place her
"onely sonne," Jesus, into a "hungry grave." He also sees his
gold coins as "Martyrs."
The metaphor is extended with Donne's direct address to the
personified gold, imparting to it the functions of souls and
messengers. The direct address continues with allusions to Christ,
The gold might have gone to someone like Christ who would have
suffered to keep it. Christ suffered hunger in the desert before
he began his public mission. He suffered nakedness before the
cruxifiction. The Tenth Station of the Cross in Catholic Lenten
rite is "Jesus is Stripped of His Robes." And of course Jesus
suffered death for us. Donne in this allusion to Christ points out
the humanity of both himself and the lady, and implies that neither
is worthy of deification. Following this allusion to Christ, Donne
drops the religious metaphor and proceeds to curse the finder of
the bracelet. The curses are all based on Donne's knowledge of
alchemy and medicine.
The strength of the religious imagery mocks the whole Petrarchan
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tradition. Donne's personification of gold as angels points out
the ridiculousness of Petrarchan female idolatry. Gold is the
symbol of crass materialism in this poem. The unsuitableness of the
angelic metaphor for gold increases the total effect of tie poem.
Gold is not angelic; angels, according to Thomist philosophy, and
medieval philosophy before Thomas', were pure spirits, beings
without corporeal existence. The personification and angel ification
of the gold expresses the lover's contempt for the beloved. The
mockery of and contempt for Petrarchan ideals are not explicitly
stated by Donne. The intricacy of the religious metaphor is the
important means by which Donne achieves his final goal. It is the
implication through metaphor that reveals his real attitude.
In "The Bracelet" Donne demonstrates his nonemotional and
nonsenusous development. He substitutes, instead, cynicism, witty
arguments and sophistry. His failure to become emotionally dis¬
traught by the severe sentence of the "dread judge" is only one
example of this nonemotionalism. His nonemotional, but witty, plea
for the gold is another example. Neither the lady nor the gold is
described in rich sensuous language. The gold is removed from the
sensual realm by the angelic metaphor. The plea is made through
brilliant spiritual and religious analogies which demand mental
attention.
In "Loves Warre" Donne, through an elaborate introduction
describing the horrors of war, pleads for sexual relations using
an equally elaborate sustained metaphor to describe those carnal
delights. As inappropriate as the religious metaphor for gold
seems in "The Bracelet," so does this metaphor pf carnage seem
improper for sex. Yet the metaphor proves as successful as does
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the one in "The Bracelet."
The poem opens with an entreaty to the lady that she be
unscrupulous.
Till I have peace with thee, warr other men.
And when I have peace« can I leave thee then?
All other Warrs are scrupulous; Only thou
0 fayr free Citty, maist thy selfe allow
To any one...
(11. 1-5)
The lady is a free city whose gates may be opened at her discretion^
or lack of it. Wars are "scruplous"; a lady* or at least this
lady, need not be.
The next twenty-four lines of "Loves Warre," from lines
five to twenty-eight, catalogue recent wars and the horrors of
war. Lines twenty-nine to forty-five deal with the metaphoric
treatment of love as war, and those are the lines in which we are
most interested.
In those last sixteen lines Donne uses a vocabulary more
commonly associated with war to describe the delights of erotic
love.
Here let mee warr; in these armes let me ly;
Here let me parle, batter, bleede and dy.
Thy armes imprison me, and myne armes thee.
Thy hart thy ransome is, take myne for mee.
Other men war that they their rest may gayne*
But we will rest that we may fight agayne.
Those warrs the 'ignorant, these th'experience'd love.
There wee are allwayse under, here above.
There Engins farr off breed a just trew feare,
Neere thrust, pikes, stabs, yea bullets hurt not here.
There lyes are wrongs; here safe uprightly ly;
There men kill men, we'will make one by and by.
Thou nothing; 1 not halfe so much shall do
In these warrs, as they may which from us two
Shall spring. Thousands we see which travaile not
To warrs; but stay swords, armes, and shott
To make at home; And shall not I do then
More glorious service staying to make men?
(11. 29-46)
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In this poem we not only see Donne's ability to create and
sustain Intricate metaphors, here we also see Donne's marvelous
ability to intensify meaning through double entendre* Imbedded in
the vocabulary of war is an explicit description of foreplay and
coitus* The four verbs of verse thirty continue the metaphor* He
wishes to negotiate for the lady's favor, to batter away her
resistance, to bleed in anguish, to win that favor and to have inter¬
course* The mutual imprisonment is mutual embracing; heart's
ransoms are pledges of love* Donne there upon introduces a paradox,
a favorite device of his* They will rest that they might "fight"
again, unlike warriors who fight that they might rest* Donne does
not put the metaphor to rest, however« He continues in lines
thirty-seven and thirty-eight by telling of the fear caused by the
"engins" of war* In sex, "thrusts, pikes, stabs, yea bullets" are
"engins" of pleasure, not fear* Donne's mastery of puns is par¬
ticularly noticeable here* While all words are used as nouns, two,
"thrusts" and "stabs," are also verbs; and their meanings as verbs
are obviously appropriate to the sexual metaphor* Donne once more
introduces paradox, "There lyes are wrong; here save uprightly ly;/
There men kill men, we'will make one by and by*" The first verse
operates on two levels of meaning* The first meaning uses "lie" as a
noun, meaning that to "lie" in war is treachery, but to "He" in
love is not* The second meaning uses "lie" as a verb* To "lie"
on the battlefield is wrong and could lead to death. To "lie" in
bed is not* The next verse is self-explanatory*
With the introduction of the procreation theme, Donne turns
his unpatriotic lechery into a noble gesture* His staying home to
make men becomes a "More glorious service" because, at least
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according to his delightfully outrageous pseudo-logic, he is making
men to serve the kingdom.
As in "The Bracelet," Donne uses his metaphor to enrich the
idea of the poem. In the medieval courtly tradition gentlemen
gladly went to war to prove their gallantry to their ladies. Donne
reverses the tradition and in the process shows sex to be a more
noble endeavor than war. Once again Donne metaphorically treats a
subject with what at first seems to be an inappropriate metaphor,
but it finally proves most useful in conveying fully his theme.
The next poem to be examined is the very popular 'To his
7
Mistresse, Going to Bed." In the two poems we have already
examined in this chapter Donne took an idea and turned it into an
extended metaphor; in this poem Donne relies on many different
metaphors derived from many different sources. As in the other
two poems, the metaphors frequently appear strained for the chosen
theme, but Donne's intent and his appeal to the intellect smooths
away that initial reaction.
The poem opens, as its title suggests, with an invitation
to bed for a night of pleasure, not sleep. The graphic puns in
the first four lines of the poem tell us immediately that we are
not dealing with a lovesick Petrarchan wooer.
Come, Madam, come, all rest my powers defie.
Until I labour, I in labour lie.
The foe oft-times having the foe in sight.
Is tir'd with standing though he never fight.
(11. 1-4)
These lines are certainly a great distance from Castiglione's
Platonic lovers who were "...to shun thoroughly all filthiness of
-
This poem is frequently referred to as Elegie XIX, which
is the number assigned to it by Grierson.
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common love,"
Excited, rather than anxious, about the common love which
was to come, the lover commands his lady to remove her clothing,
using astronomical metaphors for certain garments. In these meta¬
phors, once again, Donne puts to poetic use the new learning of
his age.
Off with that girdle, like heavens Zone glittering.
But a far fairer world Incompasslng,
Unpin that spangled breastplate which you wear.
That th'eyes of busle fooles may be stopt there,
(n, 5-8)
The girdle of the lady he compares to the heavens around the earth,
but what Is enclosed In that girdle Is far fairer than the earth.
Her "breastplate," or bodice. Is spangled as the heavens are
spangled with stars. Yet the spangles of the breastplate are not
nearly as eye-catching as the breasts beneath them.
What might seem like excessive comparison on Donne's part
conveys his Ingenuity at flattery. These lines are addressed to
a lady going to bed, Donne flatters her, using as the source the
same source used by Spenser, Wyatt and Sidney before him, the
heavens, Donne, however, does not find her eyes like the stars,
or her cheeks like the sun; he finds her "centrlque part" fairer
than all the heavens. This metaphor Is very Important when one
keeps In mind the fact that the wonders of the universe were just
being discovered, Corpernlcus' De revolutlonlbus orblum coelestlum,
published In 1543> was just some fifty years old at this time.
Only the universe serves as adequate comparison for her beauty,
and even It shines paler when compared to her.
Following the astronomical metaphor, Donne moves to one of
his favorite sources of metaphor, religion. This preoccupation
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with religion we will see again and again In the poetry of Donne
until It reaches Its zenith In the Divine Poems. Donne, though.
Is no religious fanatic. From the time Luther nailed his theses
on the church door In 1519 and well Into the end of the Nineteenth
Century, Englishmen were preoccupied w1th religious controversy.
During the Seventeenth Century, as William H. Halewood points out
In his book The Poetry of Grace. European Christendom was Involved
8
In a general movement of piety. Because of this movement of
piety, the newness of the English Reformation, and the development
of splinter sects In England It Is not at all strange that Donne
should so frequently Incorporate religious metaphors Into his poems.
The religious metaphor In "Going to Bed" serves the same
purposes as the astronomical metaphors which come before It. Donne
Introduces the religious metaphor In line sixteen.
Now off with those shooes, and then softly tread
In this loves hallow'd temple, this soft bed.
In such white robes, heaven's Angels us'd to be
Receavd by men: thou Angel bringst with thee
A heaven like Hahomets Paradice, and though
111 spirits walk In white, we easly know.
By this these Angels from an evil sprite.
Those set our hairs, but these our flesh upright.
(11. 17-24)
The metaphoric development In those eight lines Is not very com¬
plicated. Donne again lifts love to a sacramental level by making
the bed a "hallow'd temple" and the lady an angel who has assumed
white flesh, as angels must to be seen on earth, that she might
render sexual delights. With this Intent she arrives from 'flahomets
Paradice," a celestial paradise, which the Koran describes as
"...Gardens of Eden, wherein rivers flow beneath them; therein
5
william H. Halewood, The Poetry of Grace (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1970), p. 35.
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they will be given armies of gold and will wear green robes of the
9
finest silk and gold embroidery, reclining upon thrones therein."
Mahomet's paradise was one of sensual delights, and this angel has
come to give such delight. His "white robed" angel is not an evil
spirit} unlike the white robed figures which stalked the Elizabethan
stage, she sets the flesh upright—a clever pun--not the hair.
The religious metaphor yields to metaphors inspired by the
exploration of the New World. Every major European nation of the
late Sixteenth and early Seventeenth Centuries had explorers on
the high seas. Donne takes this subject and transforms it into a
metaphor for foreplay, or bodily exploration.
Licence my roaving hands, and let them go.
Behind, before, above, between, below.
0 my America! my new-found-land.
My kingdome, safeliest when with one man man'd.
My Myne of precious stones: My Emperie,
How blest am I in this discovering thee!
To enter in these bonds, is to be free.
(11. 25-31)
The explorative metaphors wittily reveal Donne's attitude
towards this sexual encounter. As Drake's adventurous spirit and
greed took him to the New World, the speaker's appetite for sexual
adventure leads his "roaving hands" to discover new domains of
physical exaltation.
This anti-Petrarchan search for physical delight is intensi-
4
fied when he uses a Platonic idea to express his attitude towards
sex and the body.
Full nakedness! All joyes are due to thee.
As souls unbodied, bodies unclothe'd must be.
To taste whole joyes.
(11. 33-35)
9
Mohammed Marmaducke Pickthall, The Meaning of the Glorious
Koran (New York: Mentor Books, N.D.), pp. 21^-215.
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Platonic lovers were to do away with the sensual aspects of love
to enjoy true love. Souls loved; souls sought beauty. Souls
removed from the body enjoyed the real essence of beauty and truth.
Absolute Beauty is spiritual; and the categories
of time and space, of local separation, simply
do not apply in the case of that which is essen¬
tially spiritual. In the case of that which
transcends space and time, we cannot even legit¬
imately raise the question, where it is.
It is nowhere, as far as local presence is con¬
cerned.. .It is both transcendent and immanent,
inaccessible to the senses, apprehensible
only by the intellect....10
According to Plato man had to transcend his corporeal boundaries
if he ever wished to enjoy the essence of things. It is this
Platonic idea that Donne is referring to in lines thirty-three
through thirty-five.
Donne's twist of the Platonic notion demonstrates how he
uses intellectual tricks for the purpose of seduction. By requesting
carnal knowledge through a Platonic allusion, Donne mocks the
Petrarchan tradition which idealized spiritual love in preference
to physical love. If the reader is at all tempted to consider
this a sincere attitude he need only look at the tension which
exists between this metaphor and those that precede it. The
exploration metaphor, particularly, reveals Donne's true intent in
this seduction. This is yet another attempt at intellectual
seduction, much like that seen in "The Flea."
The conclusion of the poem also reveals that Donne is
mocking the Platonic convention. "To teach thee I am naked first;
why than/what needst thou have more covering then a man?" (11.
47-48). Donne uses Pauline philosophy and even the Great Chain of
10
Frederick Copleston, S.J., A History of Philosophy, Vol. I
(Westminster, Md.: The Newman Bookshop, 19^4), pp. 17^-175.
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Being to seduce this lady. Man, according to both philosophies,
is superior to woman. If a man is naked, and he is the superior
creature, why then should the lady refuse to take off her clothes?
But this once more twists the Petrarchan notion that the lady was
to instill spiritual ideas in the man. The man was to lead the
lady to tie height of spiritual awareness because of her positive
spiritual influence on him.
For like as though the particular beauty of
one body he guideth her to the universal beauty
of all bodies, even so in the last degree of
perfection through particular understanding he
guideth her to the universal understanding....!1
Donne reverses his responsibility and then reduces the lady to an
inferior being to be dealt with as he pleases. The metaphoric
descriptions of the lady as inanimate objects in the lines preceeding
the conclusion illustrate Donne's chauvinistic attitude.
Like pictures or like books gay coverings made
For lay-men, are all women thus array'd.
Themselves are mystick books, which only wee
(Whom their imputed grace will dignifie)
Must see reveal'd.
(11. 39-43)
Woman is a book to be opened and read. Man can freely take the
knowledge, in this case the carnal knowledge, from her. This is
certainly not a very flattering image of woman. The twelve gold
pieces of "The Bracelet" received a more favorable metaphoric
treatment.
This nonflattering metaphor does not diminish the overall
intellectual ism of the metaphors in this poem. The Platonic and
Pauline allusions aid the poet in conveying his point. Such
unflattering metaphors are not rare in the poetry of Donne as
_
Castiglione, op. cit.» p. 361.
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"Loves Progress" and "The Apparition" will demonstratei but all
demonstrate Donne's erudition and his ability to use his learning
with successful poetic effect.
The last poems we will look at in this chapter are the two
mentioned above, "Loves Progress" and "The Apparition." Like the
poems discussed above, both deal with physical love, but they handle
the topic with a very different tone. In "Loves Progress" Donne
reduces tove to its lowest possible physical level. In the other
poems his seductions attempted to present a pleasent picture of
lovemaking, but in this poem there is none of the joy which we find
in "Loves Warre," "Going to Bed" and other poems such as "The Dream"
and "The Flea."
The reason why the joys of sex are not present in "Loves
Progress" is because the poem is addressed to a different audience.
The previously discussed poems were concerned with a lover's
summons to his beloved. In those poems the lover praised love's
merits in order to persuade the lady to be generous with her favors.
Donne reached into a bag of motley intellectual tricks for
seductive purposes. "Loves Progress" is a rake's lecture to his
fellow rakes. It is an Elizabethan Masters and Johnson teaching
the unexperienced the fine art of lovemaking.
Donne opens "Loves Progress" with a firm anti-Petrarchan
statement followed by sea and animal metaphors.
Who ever loves, if he do not propose
The right true end of love, he's one that goes
To sea for nothing but to make him sick:
Love is a bear-whelp born, if we o're lick
Our love, and force it new strange shapes to take.
We erre, and of a lump a monster make.
(11. 1-6)
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The "right true end of love" is, of course, intercourse, a goal
the Petrarchan lover was suppose to transcend in the spiritual
evolution of his love. He loved so that he could move from the
concrete to the universal, from particular beauty to universal
beauty. Even though in the century after Petrarch, Petrarchan
poets did assume sexual fulfillment as the goal of love, none would
have so bluntly and overtly sought it; and, if sought, it was always
surrounded in protests of undying love. Such latter-day Petrarchans,
among them Astrophel, would certainly agree with the idea expressed
in line three of the poem.
The ship metaphor of line three is a common vehicle used by
Donne to reveal emotions ranging from disgust to disenchantment.
Such metaphors can be seen in "Loves Warre": "To mew me in a Ship,
is to enthrall/Me in a prison, that weare like to fall." (11. 21-22)
The ship metaphor also appears in "Satyre III":
Dar'st thou ayd mutinous Dutch, and dar'st thou lay
Thee in ships wodden Sepulchers, a prey
To leaders rage, to stormes, to shot, to dearth?
(11. 17-19)
Sea and ship metaphors appear frequently in Donne's poetry to reveal
his emotional reaction to something he considers unappetizing.
Donne has the tendency to recall the more un¬
pleasant aspects of sea travel and to consider
all such travel as symbolizing progress through
any medium beset with countless and inexorable
perils. For almost every difficulty of life
Donne found vivid counterpart in the experience
of the seafarer....12
Donne's habitual use of seafaring as a source of metaphor to express
this theme increases the intensity of the opening lines of "Loves
Progress."
12
Rugoff, op. cit., p. 130.
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The anti-Petrarchan theme is reinforced by the animal metaphor
which follows the seafaring metaphor. To speak of love in animalistic
terms defines the sort of love which the lover is seeking. Love has
no spiritual value here. It is solely an animal function. This
attitude is very far away from the idea of love held by Petrarchan
lovers. Castiglione's courtiers would have been appalled by this
debasement of love.
The synical attitude held by the lover in this poem is con¬
tinued in the mercantile metaphor which follows.
...preferr
One woman first, and then one thing in her.
I, when I value gold, may think upon
The ductilness, the application.
The wholsomness, the ingenuitie.
From rust, from soil, from fire ever free:
But if I love it, 'tis made
By our new nature (Use) the soul of trade.
(11. 9-16)
Gold has many fine characteristics, yet its true value lies in its
use. Without use it would not be as valuable and sought after as
it is. Woman too may have many fine characteristics, but according
to this rake her true value comes only when she is sexually used.
This is certainly not a flattering conception of woman, but within
the context of this metaphor it is a very logical one. Donne, in
lines seventeen through twenty-seven, elucidates this metaphor by
making the direct analogy to women.
All these in women we might think upon
(If women had them) and yet love but one.
Can men more injure women then to say
They love them for that, by which they’re not they?
Makes virtue woman? must I cool my bloud
Till I both be, and find one wise and good?
May barren Angels love so. But if we
Make love to woman; virtue is not she:
As beauty' is not nor wealth: He that strayes thus
From her to hers, is more adulterous.
Then if he took her maid.
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The reasoning behind this Idea may not be orthodox, but the logic
Is clear.
13
After fourteen more lines of anti-Petrarchan reasoning
Donne Introduces the major metaphor of the poem. Again resorting
to the exploration metaphor used In "Going to Bed," the lover of
the poem explains to his audience the wrong procedure which. If
followed, will lead only to "shipwrack."
How much they erre; that set out at the face!
The hair a Forest Is of Ambushes,
Of springes, snares, fetters and menaclest
The brow becalms us when 'tis smooth and plain.
And when 'tis wrinckled, shipwrecks us again.
Smooth, tis a Paradice, where we would have
Immortal stay, and wrinckled 'tis our grave.
The Nose (like to the first Meridian) runs
Not 'twixt an East and West, but 'twixt two suns;
It leaves a Cheek, a rosle Hemisphere
On either side, and then directs us where
Upon the Islands fortunate we fall.
Not faint Canaries, but Ambrosalll,
Her swelling lips; To which we are come.
We anchor there and think our selves at home.
For they seem all; There Syrens songs, and there
Wise Oelphick Oracles do fill the ear;
There In a Creek where chosen pearls do swell
The Rhemora her cleaving tongue doth dwell.
These, and (the glorious Promontory) 'her Chin
Ore past; and the strelght Hellespont between
The Sestos and Abydos of her breets,
(Not of two Lovers, but two loves the neasts)
Succeeds a boundless sea, but yet thine eye
Some Island moles may scatter'd there descry;
And Sailing towards her India, In that way
13
...Search every sphear
And firmament, our Cupid Is not there:
He's an Infernal god and under ground.
With Pluto dwells, where gold and fire abound;
Hen to such Gods, their sacrificing Coles
Old not to Altars lay, but pits and holes:
Although we see Celestial bodies move
Above the earth, the earth we Till and love:
So we her ayres contemplate, words and heart.
And virtues; but we love the Centrique part.
Nor Is the soul more worth, or more fit
For love, then this, as Infinit as It.
(11. 27-38)
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Shall at her fair Atlantic Naval stay;
Though thence the Current be thy Pilot made*
Yet ere thou be where thou wouldst be embay'd.
Thou shallt upon another Forest set.
Where many Shipwrack, and no further get*
When thou art there, consider what this chance
Mispent by thy beginning at the face*
(n* 40-72)
As the reader proceeds through this metaphoric voyage, some of
Donne's extremely rare classical allusions begin to appear (in
the entire corpus of Donne's work, including sermons, there are
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only fifty-seven allusions to myths and classics)* Donne uses
these allusions to satirize those Petrarchan poets who frequently
look to the classics for comparisons* These Petrarchans spend a
great deal of time praising their ladies' and rarely reach "the
right true end of love*"
For those interested in attaining the "right true end of
love" the lecturer continues his discourse from lines seventy-three
through ninety, with the final six lines of the poem giving a
hair-raising condemnation of the Petrarchan method of loving*
Rich Nature hath in women wisely mad*
Two purses, and their mouths aversely laid:
They then, which to the lower tribute owe.
That way which that Exchequer looks, must go:
He which doth not, his error is as great.
As who by Clyster gave the Stomack meat*
(11* 91-96)
The final metaphor, unsurpassed in grossness, represents the ulti¬
mate devaluation of Petrarchan conventions*
This poem like the others examined thus far are anti-Petrarchan
in theme* As in all of those poems, Donne takes Petrarchan ideas
and twists them to serve his anti-Petrarchan theme, and builds
metaphors around subjects which reflect the extent of his knowledge
;
Rugoff, op* cit*, p* 247*
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of Elizabethan pursuits in both learning and exploration* Our look
at "Loves Progress" demonstrates the poet's versatility in theme
and metaphor* Whether the poem is hoping to flatter a lady into
bed or educate a misguided lover Donne creates metaphors of undeniable
strength* His metaphors satirize, praise or condemn with great
vigor and sustained genius*
Before concluding this chapter we will briefly examine one
final poem, "The Apparition*" In this poem Donne puts his creative
imagination to work conjuring metaphors of horror in hopes of
terrifying a lady to submit to his sexual desires*
'The Apparition" represents a high point in Donne's departure
from the Petrarchan tradition* In trying to win a sexual favor
Donne breaks every rule of good taste in "The Apparition*" In
"Going to Bed" Donne is a bit contemptuous of the lady, but that is
revealed only through the implications of his metaphors* In "Loves
Progress" we see a rake, but that poem is not addressed to a lady*
In "The Apparition" Donne overtly terrifies the lady*
"The Apparition" opens by calling to mind the melancholy
lovers of the Petrarchan tradition* "When by thy scorne, 0 murdress,
I am dead," ("The Apparition" 1* 1), reminds us of some of the
lovesick Renaissance lovers in the poems of Thomas Wyatt* "At last
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withdraw your cruelty,/Or let me die at once*" But Donne's
lover, unlike his Renaissance predecessor, does not continue to
moan; instead he threatens the lady*
When by thy scorne, 0 murdress, I am dead.
And that thou thinkest thee free
From all solicitation from mee.
Then shall my ghost come to thy bed,
is
Bullett, op* cit*, p* 61*
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And thee, fawn'd vestal 1, In worse armes shall see.
(11. 1-5)
The common "murdress" metaphor takes on a new light In this poem.
The Petrarchan lover was willingly a victim of the disdainful lady.
Donne holds the lady responsible for his death unless she relents
and allows her seduction.
The picture he paints of this 'Vnurdress" Is horrible.
And then poore Aspen wretch, neglected thou
Bath'd In a cold quicksilver sweat wilt lye
A veryer ghost then I.
(11. 11-13)
Using the common metaphor of the aspen, the lady becomes a quivering
"wretch." In her quivering she Is bathed In a "quicksilver" sweat,
possibly an allusion to the Elizabethan treatment of syphilis, for
which quicksilver was frequently used. As out of place as the last
lines of "Loves Progress" seem to be In a love poem, so, too, does
this Image. Petrarchan ladles may have had hard hearts, cruel eyes
and sharp tongues, but none were ever told they should become
syphilitic.
From "quicksilver sweat (s)" to "righteous Angels" the meta¬
phors employed by Donne In his poems demonstrate his departure from
the Petrarchan tradition. Sometimes the metaphors themselves repre¬
sent that departure as In the case of "Loves Warre" and "The
Apparition." At other times It Is the Implications carried In the
metaphors as with "The Bracelet" and "Going to Bed," which stress
the antl-Petrarchan theme of his poetry. Donne also departs from
the Petrarchan convention by his utilization of nonemotlonal
nonsensuous language, as demonstrated In "Loves Progress" and "Loves
Warre." Yet antl-PetrarchIsm Is not the only element of Donne's
creativity which has been treated In this chapter.
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Donne's originality and creativity are clearly seen in the
development of his metaphors* In some cases he took subjects not
frequently used in poetic metaphors and transformed those sources
into very effective metaphors. This is true of the medical metaphor
"quicksilver sweat" in 'The Apparition." This is also true of the
business metaphor in 'The Bracelet." Other times Donne takes a
source which had been used by his Renaissance predecessors^ parti¬
cularly religion and Platonic philosophy, and gives them such
original treatment that his genius shines through. In some other
hands that same source would have received only conventional treatment.
This is readily seen in his use of religious sources in "The Bracelet"
and Platonic sources in "Going to Bed." All of man's endeavors,
whether philosophic, medical, alchemical or theological, stood as
ready material for the generative genius of John Donne.
CHAPTER III
THE RAKE CONVERTED
In Chapter Two we have examined five poems all of which deal
with sensual love. Donne, however, did not confine himself to
Sensual love in all of his love poems.
Donne could handle sensual love in all its aspects,
from the bitterness of desire thwarted
to the fleeting paradise of desire fulfilled.
But he was to do more than this. There are
a number of poems which celebrate that rarer
love in which the senses are but the vehicles
and mating is a marriage of true minds....!
It is those poems that we will examine in this chapter, those poems
which chronicle the conversion of the rake.
The inability to establish an accurate chronology of Donne's
poems creates a problem in this chapter. Some time in 1600 Donne
met a young girl named Anne More, who was to become his wife in
December of l60l. An accurate chronology of Donne's poems would
tell us exactly what part Anne More played in this rake's conversion.
There is no doubt that she plays a major role in this conversion,
yet it is uncertain whether or not she influenced all of the poems
which deal with this "rarer love." Of the six poems to be treated
in this chapter only two, "A Valediction Forbidding Mourning" and
"A Nocturnal I upon S. Lucies Day, Being the Shortest Day," can be
I




dated with some certainty. The other four poems, "Loves Growth,"
"The Good Morrow," "Aire and Angels" and "The Extasie" are assumed
to have been written after 1601 because of their sincere treatment
of love.
One cannot expect perfect correspondence between biographical
fact and the poetic situation of these poems, but one can be certain
that each poem was based upon real feelings. Helen C. White says of
Donne's love poetry: 'That Donne meant what he said in these poems
with all his heart when he said it is clear; to doubt that would be
3
to miss a good deal of the wonder and the power of them" With
this in mind it becomes less important that we know the chronological
details of this change in Donne's attitude towards love; the important
thing is that the change took place.
In "The Good Morrow" Donne writes about this change in his
life. The poem is reminiscent of the medieval aubade, a hymn to
greet the morning after a night of love. Donne in his sensual poems
reversed the convention of the aubade in 'The Sunne Rising" and
"Breake of Day." In those two poems he cursed the morning for dis¬
turbing the lovers from their night of pleasure. The first few lines
of "Breake of Day" illustrate this alteration of the convention.
Busie old foole, unruly Sunne,
Why dost thou thus.
Through windowes, and through curtains call on us?
2
"A Valediction Forbidding Mourning" is dated by Donne's
first biographer Isaac Walton. He says it was written in July 1611
when Donne went abroad with the Drurys. "A Nocturnal 1" John T.
Shawcross believes to have been written in December I617 since the
poem deals with the death of his wife, who died in August of that
year.
3
Helen C. White, The Metaphysical Poets (New York* Collier
Books, 1966), p. 102.
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Must to thy notions lovers seasons run?
(11. 1-4)
In "The Good Morrow" the traditional aubade does not suffer
so drastic a transformation as It does In "The Sunne Rising" and
"Breake of Day." Donne does celebrate the norning after a night
of love In this poem, as the title Itself Indicates; as even the
title Itself also perhaps Indicates he Is celebrating more than
Just a night of love. Morrow means more than morning; more slg-
4
nificantly It means the morning after a special event. The special
event Is the awakening of the two souls to discover that "rarer
love."
The setting of 'The Good Morrow" Is very Important to the
poem. The lovers of the poem are obviously In bed. and have enjoyed
the pleasures of the flesh, but to a degree of Intensity which the
speaker of the poem, at least, finds new and wondroust
I wonder by my troth, what thou, and I
Did. till we lov'd? were we not wean'd till then?
But suck'd on countrey pleasures, childishly?
(11. 1-3)
Dismayed, the poet wonders what they did until they loved.
Emphatically, he does not condemn the previous love affairs, but
merely reduces them to the level of childish "pleasures." whereas
this new love represents an Initiation Into maturity. Donne makes
us aware of this new maturity by having the lover declare himself
newly "wean'd." If the lovers were not children they were then
asleep and all former pleasures were "fancies." or dreams.
Or snorted we In the 'seaven sleepers den?
T'was so; But this, all pleasures fancies bee.
If ever any beauty I did see.
4
The Oxford English Dictionary defines '^morrow" as 'The time
Immediately following a particular event."
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Which I desir'd, and got, t'was but a dreatne of thee.
(11. 4-7)
This sleeping metaphor Is based on an old Christian legend.
The legend says that seven young men In the time of the persecution
of the Emperor Declus, Roman Emperor from 249-251 A.D,, sought
sanctuary In a cave and fell asleep. They awoke some two hundred
5
years later In the Fifth Century, free from persecution. This
allusion reveals the attitude of the lover to his "sleep." They
were so deeply asleep In those former affairs that It seemed as
though they were In hibernation for two hundred years.
The sleep metaphor prepares us for the second stanza In which
they bid "good morrow" to their "waking soules."
And now good morrow to our waking soules.
Which watch not one another out of fearej
For love, all love of other sights controules.
And makes one little room, ane every where.
(n. 8-11)
After, as 1t were, centuries of sleep, they are now "awake" to a
new life and a new love, a kind of love which they had never before
experienced.
This new love Is so perfect that the lovers are everything
to each other.
Let sea-discoverers to new worlds have gone.
Let Maps to others, worlds on worlds have showne.
Let us possesse one world, each hath one, and Is one.
(11. 12-14)
The lovers have no need to seek out new worlds or to scan maps;
they are a world to each other. Donne, the would-be explorer In
"Going to Bed" and "Loves Progress" has now discovered all he wishes
to discover.
The exploration metaphor of stanza two makes way for the
5
Shawcross, op. cit.. p. 89.
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geographical metaphor of stanza three.
My face in thine eye« thine in nine appeares*
And true pTaine hearts doe in the faces rest*
Where can we finde two better hemispheares
Without Sharpe North, without declining West?
(11. 15-18)
The lovers are henispheres, incomplete without each other, and
without a cold and bitter North. They are also without a "de¬
clining West," the west being a conventional symbol for death.
Their love is perfect.
To enhance this idea of perfection Donne concludes the poem
with an alchemical allusion.
What ever dyes, was not mixt equally}
If our two loves be one, or thou and I
Love so alike, that none doe slacken, none can die.
(11. 19-21)
Alchemists believed that if all things had the proper mixture of
the four elements they would be imperishable. Donne uses this
idea to say that if they love each other equally their love will
be eternal.
The importance of "The Good Morrow" to this thesis is minimal
since it is not metaphorically important. The metaphors employed
in this poem are not very intricate; they do, however, share some
of the characteristics of metaphors examined in the previous chapter.
The usual tensions exist between the metaphor and the theme in
"The Good Morrow." Donne uses alchemy, exploration and geography,
popular Elizabethan subjects, as sources for the metaphors and images
in the poem of love when his predecessors would have resorted to
pastoral images and classical allusions. While moving closer to
Platonic love he is still averse to the convention of Neo-Platonic
love and does not shy away from physical love. It is the theme of
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the poem that Is most important; the Idea of sexual love as an avenue
to the highest spiritual love makes this poem Important to this thesis*
And we shall see In this chapter how Important this Idea was to Donne.
In "Loves Growth" Donne again deals with this theme* In this
poem» however. It Is not the main theme but an aside* If love exists,
real love that Is, It "sometimes would contemplate, sometimes do*"
("LovetGrowth," 1* 14) "Loves Growth," as the title Indicates, Is
concerned with the growth of love* To explore this theme Donne does
something In this poem which he rarely does; he establishes an
objective correlative for his feelings with nature*
It Is spring as the lover speaks. Nature's time for rebirth
and growth* As all living things are growing so Is Donne's living
1 ove *
I scarce beleeve my love to be so pure
As I had thought It was.
Because It doth endure
Vicissitude, and season, as the grasse;
Me thinkes I lyed all winter, when I swore.
My love was Infinite, If spring make It more*
(11* 1-6)
With the coming of spring he feels his love growing, but growing
paradoxically beyond the love he felt to be Infinite In the winter*
Even though he Is working with a conventional spring metaphor, which
Is serving his purpose, he makes more Intense his feelings by Intro¬
ducing a metaphor drawn from Elizabethan medical and alchemical
sources* In that same metaphor he manages to Intrude a slap at the
Petrarchan concept of love*
But If this medicine, love which cures all sorrow
With more, not onely bee no quintessence.
But mixt of all stuffes, paining soule, or sense.
And of the Sunne his working vigour borrow.
Love's not so pure, and abstract, as they use
To say, which have no Mistresse but their Muse,
But as all else, being elemented too.
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Love eometimes would contemplate^ sometimes do.
(11. 7-H)
Love is a paradoxical medicine. It cures all sorrows with more
1ove« yet love is made of all things including suffering. Because
of this it is not the "quintessence," the fifth element which is
the only pure element. It is also net the quintessence because
it is both physical and spiritual, '^ixt of all stuffes." And like
the sun it increases its strength in spring. Therefore, love
cannot be the pure and abstract thing Castiglione and other
Petrarchan idealists would have us believe. Those poets were so
ignorant of what love truly is like, that Donne says the only mis¬
tress they could possibly have is their muse. True love is made
up of both body and soul, not just the soul, and consequently
exercises itself, not only as Petrarch would have it, through the
intellect, but also through the body.
In the second abd final stanza of the poem Donne has a string
of metaphors describing his love's growth; all of the metaphors are
drawn from astronomy, natural phenomena and government.
And yet no greater, but more eminent.
Love by the spring is growne;
As, in the firmament,
Starres by the Sunne are not inlarg'd, but showne.
Gentle loves awaken'd root do bud out now.
If, as in water stir'd more circles bee
Produc'd by one, love such additions take.
Those like to many spheares, but one heaven make.
For, they are all concentrique unto thee.
And though each spring doe add to love new heate.
As princes doe in times of action get
New taxes, and remit them not in peace.
No winter shall abate the springs encrease.
(11. 15-28)
This cluster of metaphors proves Donne's sincerity in love. Sincerity
does not exclude wit, as this poem, also, demonstrates. Donne begins
the poem with a seemingly impossible problem, but in a playful manner
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characteristic of his witty developnent, solves the problem through
an elaborate list of analogies*
Donne's use of contemporary knowledge in "Loves Growth" as a
source for metaphor once more illustrates what has been said time
and again in this thesis* He is constantly exploring new methods
to describe the intensity of his feelings, and to elucidate more
perfectly what he has to say* In "Aire and Angels" and "The Extasie"
Donne depends less on these other sources than usual* In those two
poems Donne lives up to Dryden's statement and truly "perplexes the
minds of the fair sex with nice speculations of philosophy*" In
those two poems Donne channels all of his creative energies and
scholarship into creating metaphysical metaphors to elucidate the
complexities of love*
Donne begins "Aire and Angels" by comparing his beloved to
an angel*
Twice or thrice had I loved thee,
before I knew thy face or name;
So in a voice, so in a shapelesse flame,
Anoel1s affect us eft, and worship'd bee;
Still when, to where thou wert, 1 came*
Some lovely glorious nothing I did see*
(11* 1-6)
Borrowing from Thomist and other medieval philosophies Donne sees
his beloved as a "glorious nothing*" According to St* Thomas
angels had no physical composition* Donne's beloved is this "glorious
nothing*" Angels affected man through a voice or some preternatural
phenomenon* This love affected the lover In the same way* Like
an angel she had not physically effected him, but he had looked for
her and loved her before he met her in the flesh*
Now he has met her in the flesh, and It is through the senses
that he came to know her.
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But since, my soule, whose child love Is,
Takes 1Imraes of flesh, and else could nothing doe.
More subtile then the parent Is,
Love must not be, but take a body too.
And therefore what thou wert, and who
I bid Love aske, and sow
That It assume thy body, I allow.
And fixe It selfe In thy lip, eye, and brow.
(11. 714)
Without his body Donne could do nothing, least of all see his "glorious
nothing." And since his love depends on the senses, and paradoxically
his senses are the result of love, the love of his parents who produced
him, his love naturally takes a sensual Interest.
A purely sensual Interest Is not good enough for love, however.
To reveal this Idea Donne returns to a favorite metaphor to Indicate
possible disaster, sailing.
Whilst thus to ballast love, I thought.
And so more steddlly to have gone.
With wares which would sinke admiration,
I saw, I had loves pinnace overfraught,
Ev'ry thy haIre for love to worke upon
Is much too much, some fitter must be sought.
(11. 15-20)
Love would sink If It were solely a physical attraction. Love would
not endure If he, like some Renaissance lovers, contemplated every
hair and the physical beauty only.
Yet his lady Is not an angel. She has body and soul. He
cannot Ignore the soul, nor can he Ignore the body. Love must find
some balance; It cannot take either extreme.
For, nor In nothing, nor In things
Extreme, and scattring bright, can love Inhere;
Then as an Angel 1, face, and wings
Of aire, not pure as It, yet pure doth weare.
So thy love may be my loves spheare;
dust such disparltle
As Is twixt Aire and Angells purltle,
'Twixt womens love, and mens will ever bee.
(11. 21-28)
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Man cannot love nothing, because he Is not nothing. To
express the complexity of love for man Donne expands his angelic
metaphor, using Thomist philosophy more seriously than before. He
uses St. Thomas' doctrine that angels assume a body of air when on
an earthly mission.
The doctrine of St. Thomas Aquinas, about the
Angels assuming a body of air, provided Donne
with the analogy he wanted... The point of
the Image for Donne Is that the body of the
Angel Is neither nothing, nor too much, but
just sufficient to confine a spirit on earth...6
By using this simile Donne solves the problem of extremes. Like
an angel the lady takes a body, a body not as pure as her soul,
but It Is hers.
Having found this balance between the corporal and the spir¬
itual Donne expands the simile to encompass the relationship which
exists between them. As an angel Is Incarnated In air and makes
the air Its sphere, Donne's love will make Its sphere the lady's
love. His love then becmmes purer than her love, and what makes his
love purer Is that he loves her soul as well as her body. "A woman's
love Is only less pure than a man's In so far as It Is focused upon
a single object and does not continually reach out towards 'some
7
lovely glorious nothing." Even though Donne Is concerned with the
physical, as lines seven through fourteen Indicate, he sees the
duality of her being and loved the spiritual first.
To love the soul first, and then the body, was not only a
distant possibility In the earlier poems. It was almost an
1




Impossibility* Yet In "Aire and Angels" Donne's love has a spiritual
manifestation before the physical Involvement* He seeks a balance
between these two component parts of creation which come together
In man* In "The Extasle" Donne once again treats this theme. In
what some believe to be his most perfect treatment of It*
As this poem ("The Extasle") contains Donne's
most complete declaration of the nature of love,
and of the part taken by soul and by body In
the passion, nothing could summarize Donne's
thought on the subject better than an analysis
of It* In this way Donne's points of similar¬
ity to the English Platonists of his age can
be seen and the points of departure designated****8
To explore the nature of love Donne relies on metaphysical metaphors
and.a11usions* In "The Extasle," as In "Aire and Angels," philosophy
efds Beiine as he expounds his own philosophy of love*
The title and major Incident of the poem are drawn from a
Neo-Platonic and Thomist Idea that the soul can remove Itself from
the body* "Ecstasy was the state attained In the sanctuary, when
the soul escaped from the body and won a vision of the Ultlnete; It
9
was the desire of the soul to merge with God*" In the poem the
two lovers do not reach the state of perfect ecstasy; their souls
do not win a vision of God* They do, however, win a vision of what
ultimate love Is*
The poem opens with the lovers reclining on the banks of a
stream or river* Donne recreates succinctly a pastoral setting for
the two lovers* This pastoral setting Is not of the same lushly
sensuous quality as the pastoral settings created by Spenser In
his 'The Shepheardes Calender" or Epithalamlon* This setting Is more
g




sensual, and serves as a metaphor for the condition of the lovers*
Where, like a pillow oh a bed,
A Pregnant banke swel'd up^ to rest
The violets reclining head.
Sat we two, one anothers best*
(11* 1-4)
The image of the "Pregnant banke swel'd up" is marvelously carnal,
and this opening metaphor foreshadows immediately the inevitable
conclusion of the poem* They are sitting in nature's bedroom,
and the natural course of love will reveal itself to them there*
The lovers are yet sexually innocent, however*
Our hands were firmely cimented
With a fast balme, which thence did spring.
Our eye-beames twisted, and did thred
Our eyes, upon one double string,
$0 to'entergraft our hands, as yet
Was all the meanes to make us one.
And pictures in our eyes to get
Was all our propagation*
(n. 5-12)
This innocent state is about to end* In this natural setting they
will move to a more perfect, more complete love, but before they can
attain that goal they must understand the depths of their love* This
understanding comes with the ecstasy*
The ecstasy is introduced through what at first seems to be
a very peculiar metaphor, but full understanding of the metaphor
reveals its appropriateness and its precision*
As 'twixt two equal 1 Armies, Fate
Suspends uncertaine victorie.
Our soules, (which to advance their state.
Were gone out,) hung 'twixt her and mee*
And whil'st our soules negotiate there.
Wee like sepulchral! statues lay;
All day, the same our postures were.
And wee said nothing, all the day*
(11* 13-20)
While those negotiating souls are in conversation the bodies
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lay like "sepulcharall statues*" The comparison of the lovers to
"sepulcharall statues" Is Important because It reveals perfectly
the part that their own sensual awareness plays In the final covenant.
They are sexually and sensually dead during the negotiations.
Whatever the final outcome. It Is the treaty negotiated by the souls.
The negotiating souls, before they can achieve a meaningful
resolution must first discover the foundation of the relationship.
In their conversation they talk as two saying the same thing; "Because
both meant, both spake the same." (1* 26) The souls In this conver¬
sation soon discover the foundation of their relationship.
This Extasle doth unperplex
(We said) and tell us what we love.
Wee see by this. It was not sexe.
Wee see. we saw not what did move*
(11. 29-32)
The souls recognize that they are the foundation of the relationship*
They did not know this before the ecstasy, but the ecstasy frees them
from a mere speculation as to what drew thea together. They love the
essence of each others' being; It Is not a relationship built merely
on physical attraction* Because they "both meant, both spake the
same" they find themselves uniting to form one soul* Using an
alchemical metaphor Donne describes their fusion*
But as all several 1 soules contalne
Mixture of things, they know not what.
Love, these mixt soules. doth mixe agalne.
And makes both one. each this and that.
(11. 33-36)
The souls which are already a mixture of things are alchemical1y
joined, making one soul of both. The alchemical metaphor Is per¬
fectly suited to express this Idea. Two things are joined and
transformed Into one single unit. No longer are they two. they are
one thing, made up of two things, but essentially they are one thing.
^7
Continuing the idea of oneness a natural metaphor is intro*
duced.
A single violet transplant.
The strength, the colour, and the size.
All which before was poore, and scant.
Redoubles still and multiplies*
(11. 37-^0)
A single violet, transplanted to a "Pregnant banke swel'd up" will
grow strong. It becomes brighter and larger. A single soul
transplanted in the lovers will make their love grow stronger,
brighter and larger. Donne explicates this metaphor and relates
it to the lovers in the next stanza.
When love, with one another so
Interinanimates two soules.
That abler soule, which thence doth flow.
Defects of loneliness controules.
(11. 41-44)
The abler soul, that is the new soul wrought of the alchemical union,
controls "defects of loneliness," and through this abler soul the
love grows stronger.
The souls, having metamorphosed into one, now recognize the
immutability of the new "abler soul"t "For, th'Atomies of which we
grow,/Are soules, whom no change can invade," (11. 47-48) Having
reached this state of perfection the souls are free to examine the
relationship beyond the spiritual.
Focusing on the love beyond the spiritual leaves only the
body.
But 0 alas, so long, so fare
Our bodies why doe wee forbeare?
They'are ours, though they'are not wee. Wee are
The'intelligences, they are the spheares.
(11. 49-52)
In this astronomical metaphor the bodies of the lovers assume the
importance of the universe. The souls of the lovers are deified
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to become the Intelligences which ruled those spheres* The
"Harmony of the Spheres," the Elizabethan theory which described
the order of the universe. Is Invoked to explain the relationship
between the body and the soul* The metaphor of the spheres ampli¬
fies the understanding which the lovers have reached* The souls
are angels, and their bodies correspond to the planets which the
angels are assigned to govern* It only seems logical, at least
according to Donne's peculiar logic, that the bodies become one,
as the souls are already one*
With this wisdom the lovers approach physical love as an
10
added dimension to their already established spiritual love* They
will not, however, allow their physical passions to govern them;
they will govern the physical* In their neif position they rationally,
again using Donne's peculiar logic, look at the spheres they are
assigned to govern*
We owe them (their bodies) thankes, because they thus.
Did us, to us, at first convay,
Yeelde their forces, sense, to us.
Nor are drosse to us, but allay*
They reason that they owe thanks to their bodies since It was
through this medium that they first came to know each other* And
through another alchemical Image, similar to the one used In lines
thirty-three through thirty-six, Donne demonstrates the relationship
between body and soul* The body Is not "drosse," a valueless scum
of molten metals which was a waste by-product In alloy production*
Instead the body and soul join together to create an alloy, man* It
To
Although the poem Is told through the voice of the male
In the poem I use the plural third person because the speaker
claims that this was said by both souls who were speaking as one*
^9
Is only through the union of those two separate elements, body and
soul, that man exists. Man cannot really exist without one or the
other.
This Is a great departure from true Platonic love. Platonic
lovers, as noted In chapter two, were to shun the physical. Love
was to lead the lovers away from the physical so that they might
find absolute beauty and truth. Donne reverses the Platonic notion
In 'The Extasle." The lovers have already found an ultimate under¬
standing of love; they now wish, not to move away from their bodies,
but to return to them. They are not going to shun the physical
nature of their love; they are paying a debt to their bodies by
joining sexually In love. While the acknowledgement of the physical
love Is greatly due to Donne's witty exploration of the subject,
his need for the physical fulfillment of love Is all based upon his
recognition of the existing spiritual love.
Continuing this Important departure from the Platonic Idea of
love and defining his own personal doctrine of love, Donne returns
to the "Harmony of the Spheres" to metaphorically reemphasize the
Importance of the body In love.
On man heavens Influence works not so.
But that It first Imprints the ayre,
Soe soule Into the soule may flow.
Though It to body first repafre.
(11. 57-60)
Donne expresses In this metaphor the belief that the movement of the
planets Influences things on earth. But before this Influence can
be felt on earth It must move through, or "Imprint" the air. Using
this as an analogy for their love Donne says that before the souls
can Influence each other they must move through the body. The souls
flow Into one after they "to body first repairs."
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To conclude his discussion of the relationship of body and
soul and the importance of fulfilling both in love, Donne uses a
medical metaphor.
As our blood labours to beget
Spirits* as like soules as it can*
Because such fingers need to knit
That subtile knot* which makes us mani
So must pure lovers soules descend
T'affections* and to faculties*
Vfhich sense may reach and apprehend*
Else a great Prince in prison lies.
(11. 61.68)
To keep the body and soul together* Elizabethans believed the blood
produced a mediating vapor* "the spirits." Donne says that affec.
tions and faculties* the physical manifestations of love* functioning
like the "spirits" as a mediator* keep the lovers and their "abler
soul" together. If they did not indulge in those physical manifesta.
tions of love that "abler soul" would be locked in the prison of their
bodies without means of escape. As the body and soul join together
to form man* so the two bodies and two souls of the lovers must join
if love is to truly exist.
If this is a rejection of the Neo-Platonic love doctrine so
popular in Donne's time* it may perhaps nonetheless be seen as
philosophically legitimated by an earlier tradition* %«h1ch despite
the anti.scholasticism of the Renaissance* still formed the backbone
of contemporary higher educationt that is the philosophy of
Aristotle and his medieval Christian apologists.
Although we do hear the souls of the lovers
speak in a Neoplatonic state of ecstasis*
in which the souls go forth from the body to
discover the True and the 0ne..neverthe1ess
the Truth that they discover is in fact the
Truth of Aristotle and the synthesis of St.
Thomas Aquinas: that the soul mast work
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through the body; such fs the natural state
of man.•**11
The new Aristotelian and Aquinian lovers* if they may be so called*
leave their Platonic ecstasy and return to their bodies* having
negotiated a pact between both body and soul that is so complete
that the speaker can say that as far as outward appearances go there
will even be only "Small change* (i.e.* from the union of the souls
alone) when we are to bodies gone." (1. 76)
If Anne More is the lady who inspired "The Extasie*" Donne
certainly did convince her that they could have a relationship
which was spiritual and physical as the twelve children of that
union attest. It is certain that Donne wrote "A Valediction
Forbidding Mourning" to Anne More who was his wife at the time it
was written. In that poem Donne attempts to convince his wife that
despite physical absence* caused by his trip abroad with the Drurys
in 1611* it was of little consequences because their love surpassed
the merely physical. "A Valediction Forbidding Mourning" unequivocally
marks the conversion of the rake* and reveals Donne's intense belief
in a love which joins the two souls.
Calling upon his wife not to weep at his departure* Donne
invokes the image of the virtuous who die without regrets.
As virtuous men passe mi Idly'away*
And whisper to their soules* to goe*
Whilst some of their sad friends do say*
The breath goes now* and some say* no.
So let us melt* and make no noise*
No teare-floods* nor sigh-tempest move*
T'were prophanation of our joyes
To tell the layetie our love.
(11. 1-8)
11
Louis L. Martz* The Wit of Love (Notre Dame* Indiana:
University of Notre Dame Press* 1969)* p. ^9.
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A virtuous nan does not have to fear death because God Is just and
nerc1fu1« and death* according to Christian doctrine* Is merely
the end of the earthly life and a continuation* In heaven* of the
soul's life* Donne's departure* like death* Is only a partial
separation* and the more Important union* In their case too* will
continue* That Important union Is the union of the souls*
In one of his most brilliant metaphors* the compass metaphor*
Donne explains to his wife why they will remain united* However*
before explaining why they will remain together he explains why
they will not fall apart*
Dull sublunary lovers love
(Whose soule Is sense) cannot admit
Absence* because It doth remove
Those things which elemented-11*
(11* 13-16)
"Sublunary" In this metaphor not only means that the lovers are
physically under the moon because of their position on earth; It
also means that they are under the moons Influence* That Implies
that they are changeable like the tides* and their love will ebb
and crest* Also* since they were under the moon's Influence they
were more susceptible to lunacy* This astronomical metaphor calls
Into question the sanity of other lovers* but there Is no need to
question fie sanity of himself and his wife* They may not know what
It Is that has so refined their love* but they are "Interassured of
the mind*" (1* 19)
Because they are so* they "Care lesse* eyes* lips and hands
to misse*" (l* 20) Their "sublunary" counterparts cannot be separated
because It would remove them from sensual contact* and that Is of
what their love Is made*
The love which can bear separation of the physical Is pure
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and spiritual. The united spirits cannot be separated; distance
will only expand their love, not divide It.
Our two soules therefore, which are one.
Though I must goe, endure not yet
A breach, but an expansion.
Like gold to ayery thinnesse beate.
(11. 21-24)
This metaphor of gold, beaten to an "ayery thinnessee," tells how
they will expand the distance between them. Their souls are of an
airy thinness and can traverse the physical distance which separates
them.
Continuing to explain how they are Inseparable, Donne Intro¬
duces the compass metaphor which has long been used to Illustrate
the workings of the "metaphysical conceit."
If they be two, they are two so
As stiffe twin compasses are two.
Thy soule the fixt foot, makes no show
To move, but doth. If the'other doe.
And though It In the center sit.
Yet when the other far doth rome.
It leanes, and hearkens after It,
And growes erect, as that comes home.
Such wilt thou be to mee, who must
Like th'other foot, obliquely runne.
Thy firmnes makes my circle just.
And makes me end, where I begunne.
(11. 25-36)
As a compass has two legs, so do they. One leg remains firmly
planted while the other transcribes the circle. The stationary leg
leans towards the moving leg, and becomes upright as the traveling
leg returns. Mrs. Donne Is to be the fixed foot as her husband
"obliquely" journeys. Having completed his journey he will return
to the fixed foot, ending where he began. Through a metaphor using
a mundane little Instrument Donne expresses the nature of this
rare spiritual love.
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In 1611 at the end of his journey Donne could return to
his wife* But In I617 Anne More died, and Donne had to prepare
himself for the final journey to meet his wife* In "A Nocturnal 1
upon S* Lucies Day, Being the Shortest Day*" Donne mourns the
loss of his wife as he prepares himself for the journey to eternity*
In "A Nocturnal" Donne again establishes a rare objective
correlative with nature* Nature Is dark and dead as he writes*
TIs the yeares midnight, and It Is the dayes,
Lucies, who scarce seaven houres herself unmaskes.
The Sunne Is spent, and how his flasks
Send forth light squibs, no constant rayes;
The worlds whole sap Is sunke*
(11* 1-4)
The Eve of St* Lucy's Day according to the Julian calender was the
winter solstice and consequently "the year's midnight*" The state
of external nature portrays the emotional state of the poet* The
"Sunne," his wife. Is spent and only brief flashes of past happiness
light the darkness of the sky*
In this time nature Is deads
The general 1 blame th'hydroptique earth hath drunke,
V/hIther, as to the beds-feet, life Is shrunke.
Dead and enterr'd; yet all these seem to laugh.
Compar'd with mee, who am their Epitaph*
(11* 6-9)
In the first five lines of the poem the poet feels as dark as nature
Is* But In lines six through nine he Intensifies his personal
feelings of darkness and death by comparing nature to a dead person
and saying that this dead nature Is happier than he*
In stanza two Donne proceeds, using one of his favorite meta¬
phorical sources, alchemy* In this stanza he describes In alchemical
terms what love has done to him, and what has happened to him since
the death of his wife
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Study rae then, you who shall lovers bee
At the next world, that is, at the next Spring:
For I am every dead thing.
In whom love wrought new Alchimie*
For his art did expresse
A quintessence even from nothingnesse.
From dull privations, and leane emptinesse:
He ruin'd mee, and I am re*begot
Of absence, darknesse, death; things which are not*
Ol. 10-18)
With his wife's death he is nothing* Love for her, now that she
is dead, has ruined him; he is reborn "Of absence, darkness, death;
things which are not*"
Donne continues with the alchemical metaphor throughout the
next two stanzas:
All others, from all things, draw all that's good.
Life, soule, forme, spirit, whence they beeing have;
I, by loves limbecke, am the grave
Of all, that's nothing* Oft a flood
Have wee two wept, and so
Drownd the whole world, us two; oft did we grow
To be two Chaosses, when we did show
Care to ought else; and often absences
Withdrew our soules, and made us carcasses*
But I am by her death, (which word wrongs her)
Of the first nothing, the Elixer grown;
Were 1 a man, that I were one,
I needs must know; I should preferre.
If I were any beast.
Some ends, some means; Yea plants, yea stones detest.
And love; all, all some properties invest;
If I an ordinary nothing were.
As shadow, 'a light, and body must be here*
(11. 19-36)
He is of the first nothing before creation, the void of total
nothingness* He is, again, the quintessence (here the meaning of
"Elixer") of nothing, and hence below all other creatures, so low
in fact that he would be climbing up the "Great Chain of Being" if
he were a beest, rock or plant* He is even beyond "ordinary"
nothingness, for if he were such (eg*, a shadow) there must needs
be light and a body to produce it* But his wife is dead, and she
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Is his light and body; without her he transcends all boundries of
nothingness*
Yet the parenthetical statement of line twenty>e1ght marks
a very Important recognition by Donne. He says that his wife Is
not dead« the word Itself wrongs her* She Is living her eternal
reward* This Is the first direct Introduction of Christian doctrine
Into the poem and marks the beginning of Donne's final reconcilia¬
tion with life and death*
To conclude the poem Donne returns to the astronomical
Imagery of the first stanza*
But I am None; nor will my Sunne renew*
You lovers* for whose sake* the lesser Sunne
At this time to the Goat is runne
To fetch new lust* and give It you*
Enjoy your sunmier all;
Since shee enjoyes her long nights festival 1*
Let mee prepare towards her* and let mee call
This houre her Viglll* and her Eve* since this
Both the yeares* and the dayes deep midnight Is*
(11* 37-45)
Donne reaffirms his nothingness In the opening line of the stanza*
He calls his wife Ironically the greater "sunne*" but unlike the
"lesser Sunne*" she will not renew herself* He Is caught In the
darkness* no matter what nature does* His only hope Is to prepare
for his death when he too will be renewed*
Donne dedicates himself to the spiritual future with the
conclusion of "A Nocturnall*" With this poem he has traversed an
Immense thematic distance. From the deliberately crude antl-PetrarchIsm
of "Loves Progress" to the spirituality of "A Nocturnall" he has
looked at love's many moods* yet always from within a personal*
complex and unorthodox frame of reference* It Is Important to note
that even In his poems dedicated to the spiritual love between
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himself and his wife he does not become a strict Platonist# In
"A Valediction Forbidding Mourning" he condemns "Dull sublunary
lovers" because they have not found a love which is both spiritutal
and physical; he condemns them because their "soute is sense*"
Nor does he say that he and his wife are only spiritually linked;
rather, they "Care lease, eyes, lips and hands to misse" (my italics.)
"A Nocturnal I," which is more concerned with the spiritual
than "A Valediction Forbidding Mourning" because a spiritual
relationship is the only possible relationship which can exist
between the lovers, also remains free of any condemnation of physical
love.
You lovers, for whose sake, the lesser Sunne
At this time to the Goat is runne
To fetch new lust, and give it you.
Enjoy your summer all.
(II. 38-41)
The grieving palmer prepares for his journey leaving instructions
for other lovers to enjoy the summer. The sun, moving towards the
"Goat," the zodiacal sign for Capricorn and also the traditional
symbol of lechery, will give them summer and a lusty spirit. There
it: not even envy in Donne's voice as he moves in his private world
of darkness. For him the spiritual side of love is all that is
possible, but those who can enjoy both the spiritual and the physical
are enjoined by Donne to enjoy both.
Enjoying both the physical and spiritual aspects of love
stands out as the prominent theme of this chapter* Whatever name
is applied to the kind of love Donne proclaims in the poems discussed
in this chapter, one thing is clear, it is an intense love. The
love expressed in those poems represents an immense departure from
both the poems of his predecessors and the poems looked at in chapter
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two. In chapter two Donne revolted against the conventional Neo-
Platonic notion of love. It was a rake's revolt against a system
which failed to acknowledge the essential dualism of man. In this
chapter we have seen a rake converted. No longer is the "centrique
part" of a lady's anatomy the most important thing; love encompasses
all for this new lover.
The new lover is not a converted Platonist so much as an
unsystematic eclectric whose views are variously borrowed from Plato*
Aristotle and St. Thomas Aquinas. He had to use metaphysics as a
vehicle to clearly explain what this idea of love really is. The
metaphoric usage of philosophy to express philosophy represents
Donne's deep coimaitment to his idea. The trickery of "Loves Warre"
disappears in the light of this new love.
But whatever the modification in the view of love* the old
metaphoric sources and generative genius do not disappear. Donne
found alchemy still provided many important analogies. His Eliza¬
bethan erudition was not ebandoned with the new philosophy of love;
instead it was transformed into learned metaphor to explain the new
philosophy. The metaphor does not change from "Loves Progress" to
"A Nocturnal 1;" the theme experiences an incredible change* however.
Donne challenged his creative energies with one other major
theme. This theme is one which came with Donne's final conversion.
That conversion and its theme wilt be discussed in chapter four.
CHAPTER IV
THE FINAL CONVERSION
January 23* 1615* marks the culmination of a great personal
crisis In the life of John Donne* On that day he took Anglican
orders* Finally, after years of frustration* Donne had found a
vocation* something he had sought since his maturity* For years
Donne sought to fulfill his political ambitions* The unfortunate
reaction of his father-1n«1aw to his secret marriage to Anne More
In 1601 almost assured his failure In politics* After little success
In the diplomatic and political worlds* much prompting from friends
and King James I* and Intense pondering over a number of years* the
event of January 23* 1615* took place*
Donne's decision to take orders after his dismal failures
had caused speculation as to his sincerity* but from his first
biographer to the present they have all laid to rest such speculation*
"***However he began* Donne ended with sincerity* sincerity so
earnest* so painful* and so articulate that for centuries (until
the time of Newman) he stood alone In qualifying both as a saint
1
(or a semi-saint) and a master of eloquence In the English Language."
Donne's "Holy Sonnets" and other religious poems demonstrate the




Edward Le Comte* Grace To a Witty Sinner (Mew York: Walker
and Company* 1965)* p* 165*
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While It Is Impossible to definitely date the religious
poems, like the love poems, they can be broadly dated. "La
Corona" is believed to have been written sometime around 1607.
The "Holy Sonnets," four of which will be the main focus of this
chapter, span a period from as early as 1609 until after the death
of his wife in 1617* Those poems written many years before Donne's
ordination demonstrate the sincerity with which Donne entered his
belated vocation. The "Holy Sonnets" are full of the anguish and
introspection suffered by Donne before his decision and afterwards.
The "Holy Sonnets," like all of Donne's poetry, rely heavily
on Elizabethan erudition as a metaphoric source^ but these poems
express the personal religious beliefs of Donne in metaphors some¬
times inspired by Reformation theology or Jesuit meditation. In
his secular love poetry Donne established his philosophy and style
using what had come before, and diverting from it when necessary*
In the "Holy Sonnets" Donne does the same thing. In the love poetry
he combined Platonic love with lechery. In the "Holy Sonnets" he
combines those two equally disparate ideas, Counter-Reformation
Jesuit meditation and Reformation theology, to express his personal
relationship with God. "...The Holy Sonnets, which in method
provide 'strong evidence for the profound impact of early Jesuit
training upon the later career of John Donne;' on every point of
2
doctrine provide strong evidence of Protestantism."
This chapter will look at the influence of these two dis¬
parate elements on the metaphor of the "Holy Sonnets." It will
also look closely at the use of metaphors used previously in the
- -
Halewood, op* cit.. p. Tk,
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love poetry, and which recur in this new context of thought and
feeling.
The extended metaphor, or conceit, remains an important
technique of Donne's even in the "Holy Sonnets." In "I am a little
3
world" Donne uses this technique to develop the theme of the poem.
Using the microcosm metaphor, a metaphor which he used in "The First
Anniversarie" and "The Good Morrow," Donne prays for forgiveness
of his sins. The poem opens with the microcosmic metaphor and the
effects of sin on this world.
I am a little world made cunningly
Of Elements, and an Angelike spright.
But black sinne hath betraid to endless night
My worlds both parts, and (oh) both parts must die.
(If. 1-4)
The importance of this metaphor cannot be overemphasized. Protestant
theology recognized sin to be rebellion against God. Because of
Adam and Eve's first sin the real world was enshrouded in endless
night. Christ as the redeemer came to earth to remove the darkness;
4
he is the light of the world according to the gospel of St. John.
Like the real world, sin has enshrouded the microcosm that is Donne
in endless night, with the additional peril of eternal damnation.
The penitential Donne continues with the microcosmic metaphor
as he prays forgiveness for his sins, and with that forgiveness
looks for redemption.
'3
"I am a little world" is "Holy Sonnet V" according to
Grierson. Shawcross, op. cit.. p. 409.
4
"In him was life; and the life was the light of men.
And the light shineth in darkness; and the darkness comprehended
it not. There was a man sent from God, whose name was John.
The same came for a witness, to bear witness of the Light, that
all men through him might believe."
(John 1:4-7)
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You which beyond that heaven which was most high
Have found new sphears* and of new lands can write,
Powre new seas In nine eyes, that so I night
Crowne ny world with ny weeping earnestly.
Or wash It If It must be drown'd no nore:
But oh It must be burnt; alas the fire
Of lust and envie'have burnt It heretofore.
And nade It fouler; Let their flames retire.
And burne me o Lord, with a firery zeale
Of the'and thy house, which doth In eating heale.
(11. 5-14)
Recalling the destruction of the world In the deluge and the
Apocalypse's promise of fire for the final destruction of the
world, Donne looks to be purged of his sins.
The overwhelming concern for sin reflects the Influence, so
typical of the age, of Reformation theology on Donne. Protestants
were more concerned with sin than Catholics.
The Reformation had made sin and redemption not
merely the central but very nearly the sole
concern of religion, and Donne does not go beyond
his contemporaries—and certainly not beyond
his reforming predecessors—In the eagerness
of his attention to It....5
Great attention Is paid to sin In "I am a little world," and Donne
finds his elaborate extended metaphor yet useful for expressing
his religious Ideas.
6
In "Oh my blacke Soule!" Donne again shows great concern
for sin, and this concern Is expressed through a cluster of metaphors.
The metaphors In this poem are Inspired by the Catholic practice of
meditation as well as the Protestant Idea of sin.
i
The Influence of Catholic meditation, particularly the
5
Halewood, op. c1t». p. 59.
6
"Oh my blacke Soule!" Is "Holy Sonne IV" according to
Grierson. Shawcross, op. cit.. p. 408.
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Spiritual Exercises of Ignatius Loyola* on the "Holy Sonnets" and
other religious poems of Donne Is documented In Louis L« Hartz's
7
The Poetry of Meditation* Probably the most Important feature of
Jesuit meditation used by Donne* and other religious poets of his
era* Is the "composition of place." Ignatius Instructed meditators
to visualize with their Imaginations the scene which they Intended
8
to comtemplate. This "composition of place" was a very Important
aspect of religious poetry because It encouraged* rather than dis¬
couraged* vivid sensuous recreation.
One of the more popular meditations of the Catholic tradition
was on death. By meditating on one's death* hopefully* fear of
eternal damnation would cause the meditator to retreat from his evil
ways* and pray earnestly for forgiveness of his sins. So popular
was meditation on death that "...the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries proceeded to develop the meditation on death Into a
9
brilliantly Imaginative exercise." Attesting to Its popularity Is
Donne's use of It In "Oh my blacke Soulel*" and two other "Holy
10











"Death be not proud" Is "Holy Sonnet X" according to
Grierson. Shawcross* oo. cit.. p. 408.
11
"This Is my plays last scene" Is "Holy Sonnet VI" according
to Grierson* oo. cit.. p. 408.
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"Oh my blacke Soule!" opens with the imagining of death by
the poet* "Oh my blacke Soule! now thou art surarooned/By sickness,
deaths herald, and champion" (11* 1-2)* The soul Is summoned
literally by the sickness of the body, and death, the champion of
this physical sickness. Also present In these first two lines Is
a metaphorical description of the sou! Itself* It Is black from
sin, and the sickness of that sin Is summoning It to death, or
eternal damnation*
Donne continues with the metaphoric description of his sou!
In the following six lines* He uses one prominent metaphor In
this description of his soul, that of a criminal* This Idea of
criminality reflects the Protestant Influence on Donne's religious
^2
thought* "Donne's view of sin Is essentially that of his age*"
He confesses that sin Is a rebellion against God* Donne de¬
scribes his rebellious soul as a citizen rebelling against civil
law*
Thou art like a pilgrim, which abroad hath done
Treason, and durst not turne to whence hee Is fled.
Or like a thiefe, which til! deaths doome be read,
Wlsheth himselfe delivered from prison;
But damn'd and hal'd to execution,
Wlsheth that still he might be'Imprisoned*
(11* 3-8)
In weighing the gravity of this civil rebellion Donne weighs the
12
Although Helen White does not definitely state this as a
Protestant Idea, It Is quite clear that Englishmen of Donne's day
were thoroughly Protestant In theology* Says William H. Halewood,
OP* clt*. pp* 34-35* "Englishmen of the seventeenth century had
fully absorbed Reformation teaching with respect to the nature of
man, the process of justification, the operations of grace, the
foundation of faith* And to follow Reform teaching on these
matters was to follow It In essentials*"
13
White, OP* clt*. p* 125*
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gravity of his spiritual rebellion. The heavy consequences of
this rebellion leads Donne to pray for forgiveness of his sins.
In his repentence Donne recognizes that salvation comes
through contrition and the sacrifice of Christ, ideas essential
to the Reformation.
Yet grace, if thou repent, thou canst not lacke;
But who shall give thee that grace to beginne?
Oh make thy selfe with holy mourning blacke.
And red with blushing, as thou art with sinne;
Or wash thee in Christs blood, which hath this might
That being red, it dyes red soules to white.
{il. 9-14)
Donne expresses the miracle of redemption, using an image drawn from
both alchemy and the Bible. In his epistle St. John invites sinners
to cleanse themselves with the blood of Christ; "...and the blood
14
of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us from all sin." The soul
red with sin, red being the color of sin and remorse, will turn
white, the color of innocence and purity, by bathing in the blood
of Christ. Alchemists believed that blood had a dye-like quality,
and Christ's blood was a miraculous tincture which would dye red
souls white.
Many of the "Holy Sonnets" are devoted to Donne's praying
for redemption from his sins; and, as in the love poetry, Donne
finds innumerable ways to express his desire. In one of the most
popular and frequently anthologized of the sonnets, "Batter my
15
heart," Donne makes one of his strongest pleas for forgiveness




"Batter my heart" is "Holy Sonnet XIV" according to
Grierson. Shawcross, op. cit.. p. 4o8.
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the Influence of Protestant theology on his poetry.
"Batter my heart" deals with grace* election* sin and
man's weakness; and In Reformation theology* grace came through
God and was an absolute gift.
Grace Is an overwhelmingly larger gift In
Augustinlan-Protestant theology than In the
Thomist theology against which It reacted* and
That difference* too* Is an aid In estimating
the scope of Luther's revolution....16
Unable to get grace without God's giving It* Sixteenth Century
Protestants found It Impossible for man to Insure his own salvation.
Forgiveness and salvation demanded the direct Intervention of God.
It was Augustine In Luther and Calvin...who
accomplished the overthrow of a legalist and
sacramental scholastic theology and replaced
It* for most of Northern Europe* with a doctrine
rigorously centered on the forgiveness of sin
and declaring that almost nothing that Is human*
except sin* Is relevant to that forgiveness....17
In "Batter my heart" Donne metaphorically expresses the tieakness
of man* and shows man's dependence on God* a distinctively Pro¬
testant God* for salvation.
To express his prayer for forgiveness and redemption Donne
established an elaborate metaphor with God as a besieging army and
himself as an "usurpt towne" longing for freedom.
Batter my heart* three person'd God; for* you
As yet but knocke* breathe* shine* and seeke to mend;
That I may rise* md stand* o'erthrow mee* 'and bend
Your force* to breake* blowe* burn and make me new.
I like an usurpt towne* to'another due*
Labour to'admit you* but Oh* to no end*
Reason your viceroy In mee* mee should defend*
But It captiv'd and proves weake or untrue. (11. 1-8)
16




This Marrior-God, who Is petitioned through a string of powerful
verbs to free Donne from his captivity to sin. Is the same God
who knocked Saul from his horse, and to whom Augustine and Luther
18
prayed. He Is the God of the Reformation.
It should be added that this Imagining of the
divine has an emphasis typical of early Protes¬
tantism. There Is none of the Catholic Interest
In the personality of Christ, and the only
"Activity of God In the world of man" that Is
fully considered Is his activity In reconciliation
and redhMuptlen.. .God has that agressiveness
In love, which with varying urgency,
consistently characterizes his activity as
master reconciler....19
Donne's view of God In this fashion Is not at all peculiar. Helen
White notes that Donne's concept of God Is "...as for most men of
20
his time, defined In terms of power and will." Because man Is
helpless, and cannot attain his own salvation, as line six above
Indicates, God must be an aggressive lover.
And an aggressive lover Is exactly how Donne portrays God
In the last six lines of this sonnet. Donne makes a smooth transi¬
tion In his metaphors from warrior to lover. He becomes. Instead
of a captured town, a captured maiden, awaiting a chivalric knight
to free her.
Yet dearely'I love you, and would be lov'd falne.
But am betroth'd unto your enemie.
Divorce mee, 'untie, or breake that knot agalne.
Take mee to you. Imprison mee, for I
Except you'enthrall mee, never shall be free.
Nor ever chast, except you ravish *00. (11. 9-14)
rs
Luther was an Augustlnlan monk and consequently used the
theology of St. Augustine as his primary theological source.
19
Halewood, op. c1t.« pp. 32-33*
20
White, OP. cit.. p. 128.
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As the helpless town waits to be delivered, so the helpless maiden
waits to be set free from her betrothal to God's enemy.
Donne frequently uses metaphors of love to describe his
relationship with God, or some other aspect of his personal
religious feelings. "...In six of the 'Holy Sonnets' (3, 13* 14,
21
17* 18, 19) the memories and images of profane love are
22
deliberately «sed in 1ove*sonnets of sacred parody." In those
six sonnets Donne uses metaphors in a fashion similar to the way
he used metaphors in his love poetry. He finds striking, even
bizarre, analogies between things which one would not usually
consider comparable. The idea of being ravished for the sake of
chastity is such an example. In "0 Might those sighes and teares"
Donne uses the Petrarchan convention's weeping lover to express
his desire for true repentence for his sins.
0 Might those sighes and teares returns againe
Into my breast and eyes, which I have spent.
That I might in this holy discontent
Mourne with some fruit, as I have mourn'd in vaine;
In mine Idolatry what showres of raine
Mine eyes did waste? tdiat griefs my heart did rent?
(11. 1-6)
The sighes and teares of his day as an "itchy Lecher" he would
like to return; only this time he would like them to be fruitful.
He would like to sigh and weep for his sins this time.
Donne's unscrupulous borrowing from contradictory sources
knows no end. His use of elements of the Renaissance love convention
21
Those poems are identified by the numbers assigned to
them by Grierson. They are respectively; "0 Might those sighes
and tears," "Vlhat if this present were the worlds last night?,"
"Batter my heart," "Since she whome I lovd," "Show me deare-
Christ," and "Oh, to vex me." Shawcross, op. cit.. pp. 408-409.
22
Martz, OP. cit.. p. 216.
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to express a religious idea illustrates what has been said above
many times. This unscrupulousness is demonstrated again in "What
if this present were the worlds last night?" In that poem Donne
combines two conflicting sources* Jesuit meditation and the
Petrarchan love convention* to create a poem which expresses his
hope in the salvation won by Christ on the cross.
In "What if this present were the worlds last night?"
Donne recreates* according to Loyola's instructions* the scene of
Christ crucified* a very popular event for meditation* in a very
sensuous fashion.
What if this present were the worlds last night?
Marke in my heart* 0 Soule* where thou dost dwell*
The picture of Christ crucified* and tell
Whether that countenance can thee affright
Teares in his eyes quench the amasing light*
Blood fills his frownes* which from his pierc'd head fell*
And can that tongue adjudge thee unto hell*
Which pray'd forgiveness for his foes fierce spight?
(11. 1-8)
This meditation upon Christ crucified places before the eyes of
the meditator the face of his Redeemer. But the description of
the Redeemer is more than a "composition of place"; it is one of
Donne's greatest assaults on the Petrarchan tradition. The Petrarchan
lady had eyes that rivaled the sun's in brightness; the "amasing
light" of the Redeemer's eyes is quenched by his tears. Blood
from his head* a head crowned with thorns* not hair of gold like
the sun* fills his frown. His tongue* though* cannot condemn to
eternal death the fires of hell* as a disdainful lady's tongue
could cause a slow and painful death. In the visualization of
Christ* Donne virtually reverses elements of the traditional blazon
sonnet to give a moving picture of the suffering Redeemer.
Donne continues with the use of the Petrarchan convention
70
to conclude the poem.
...as In ny Idolatrle
I said to all my profane ailstressesy
Beauty, of pi tty, foulnesse onely Is
A signe of rigour; so I say to thee.
To wicked spirits are horrid shapes assigned.
This beauteous form assures a pitlous minde.
(11. 9-14)
The Irony of Donne's use of the Petrarchan convention Is culminated
In the paradox of the last six lines of the poem. To win the
favors of his mistresses he pleaded that their beauty was a sign of
their pity. In the pitiable vision of the crucified Christ, on the
other hand, there Is beauty because the Image promises salvation.
The literal horror Is spiritual beauty.
As the other "Holy Sonnets" demonstrate the great Impact of
Protestant theology on Donne so does this one. The beauty of the
scene Is the beauty that all reformed Christians understood. "The
essential point Is that the Christian should accept Christ as the
23
agent of his salvation, and the only agent possible for him."
This Is Christ's great act of salvation; It Is where Luther and the
Catholic Church found their major source of disagreement. The
Catholic Church believed that man could contribute to his own salva¬
tion through good works; the Reformation denied this. Luther and
Calvin stressed th«t man's salvation comes only through God and the
sacrifice of Christ. Donne In this "Holy Sonnet" recognizes that
doctrine and thus the paradoxical beauty of Christ crucified.
Donne's use of the Petrarchan convention In this manner
demonstrates once more his originality and genius. To combine the
23
Halewood, op. cit.. p. 36.
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conventional poetic elements of profane love with the theology
24
of the Protestant reformation was totally new* Religious poetry
In Sixteenth Century England was In a pathetic state; It "•••hobbled
25
along In worn-out garb, mumbling the same old tunes*••" Donne
garbed It In the peculiar coat of Petrarchism and Reformation
theology as brilliantly as his Imagination had dressed his Idea
of love*
Donne sought throughout these sonnets for new ways to express
his Intense religious feelings* His Imagination continually forged
new metaphors from many disparate sources* The "composition of
place" In "What If this present were the worlds last night?"
demonstrates how Donne pulls together various sources for one Intense
effect*
The "Holy Sonnets" demonstrate the profound effect Protestant
theology had on Donne* All of the poems conclude with an emphasis
on a particularly Protestant theological Idea* The Importance of
grace, the horror of sin, the aggressiveness of God and man's total
dependency on God for salvation are Ideas which came out of Luther's
reformation* Donne's echoing of those Ideas demonstrates the
Influence of the Reformation on the creative process of John Donne*
Donne's originality In the field of religious poetry cannot
be overemphasized* His ability to express originally the theology
24
Louis Marts In The Poetry of Meditation states that Robert
Southwell attempted to combine features of the Petrarchan convention
with religion before Donne* Southwell's theology, however, was of
the Counter-Reformation, and he produced "only eight or nine poems
without some grievoms flaw*" (p* 183)
25
Marts, op* c1t»* p* 180*
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of his time in a familiar poetic convention was to change the
future of religious verse in England.
It is this combination of timeliness and per¬
sonal originality that made Donne's Divine
Poems so stimulationg to his contemporaries
and so influential for his successors. Directly
or indirectiy> every one of the great
religious lyrists who followed him is in his
deb t....26
The great wealth of Seventeenth Century religious verse attests
to Donne's originality and genius because so much of it bears the
mark of his influence.
2?
White, oD. cit.. p. 119
CONCLUSION
In the last three chapters of this thesis we have looked
closely at Donne's ideas of love* All of the poems examined deal
with that complex theme* In Chapter Two we noted how Donne reacted
to the ideals of Platonic love and the conventional treatment of
that emotion in the Petrarchan tradition* In that chapter we saw
the poet dealing with the relationship of the sexes in a more
realistic fashion* avoiding the idealistic tendencies of his
predecessors* He frequently took delight in satirizing Petrarchan
ideas as he wrote of his own view of love* To aid in his break-away
from the Petrarchan convention he discarded its poetic diction and
style* replacing them with his own lexicon drawn from the world of
science* business* and exploration; and he used that lexicon to
create metaphors of unquestionable genius to express his themes in
his own "masculine" style* The poem "Loves Progress" stands out as
one such poem which demonstrates one of Donne's earlier attitudes
towards love* his contempt for the convention* his personal diction*
his own poetic style and his metaphoric flair*
The love theme of Chapter Three was quite different from that
in the previous chapter* In Chapter Three we saw the theme of love
expanded to deal with a mature relationship between a man and woman
which incorporated physical affections and the union of their souls*
In that chapter we once again saw Donne react to the ideals of
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Platonic love. His success at fusing his soul with the beloved's
soul and loving her for things other than her "centrique part" did
not satisfy his need for a complete love. He had to have a perfect
union of body and soul* physical and spiritual love. Using his
metaphoric ability Donne, in those poems, attempted to explain the
complexity of the relationship of body and soul in love. 'The
Extasie" reveals Donne's idea on this matter through its metaphors.
Donne used metaphor once more to explore yet another relation¬
ship in Chapter Four we saw him framing his relationship with God
through related poetic strategies. In that chapter we noted the
influence of Reformation theology on Donne, and how his relationship
with God was a direct response to that influence. Particularly
noted was his use of the Petrarchan convention, ridiculed and
abandoned by Donne in his secular love poetry, to express his reli¬
gious fervor. Even though he used this once abandoned convention,
he never turned away from science, business or the other features of
style which he used in his secular poetry. The religious poetry
explored a new theme, but the features of style, particularly the
metaphoric originality, were always present.
Divided among these three chapters are fifteen poems from
the corpus of John Donne's poetry. Along with the other similar¬
ities of style are two characteristics present in all of Donne's
metaphors. The first characteristic is the tension which exists
between metaphor and theme. This characteristic is noted consistently
in the poems discussed in all three chapters, from the early
religious metaphor in "The Bracelet" to the Petrarchan metaphor in
the Holy Sonnet "What if this present were the worlds last night?"
Donne chose material for metaphors which seemed inappropriate
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(sometimes wlldy so) to his subject matter; yet those metaphors
always proved valuable to the poet by expressing fully his attitude
towards the subject. The exploration metaphor of "To His Histresse;
Going to Bed" demonstrates this. His predecessors would have
catalogued the wondrous beauty of the lady who was about to bestow
on him her favors. Donne* Instead* revealed his gluttonous appetite
for sex through that metaphor of exploration.
Because of metaphors like the exploration and exchequer
metaphors of "Loves Progress*" Donne's audience could not In the
Seventeenth Century* nor In the Twentieth* look for an easy and
quick emotional response to his poetry. The reader has to approach
Donne's poetry Intellectually because It Is developed Intellectually.
The tensions which exist between theme and metaphor assure that
Intellectual response throughout. Even the poems which deal with
his emotlopal search for salvation are developed Intellectually.
"Oh my blacke Soule" prays for salvation* but not without an
alchemical metaphor that demands a rational* rather than an emotional
response. The codified metaphors of the Petrarchan convention did
not demand a rational response because the relationship between
theme and metaphor had been established by Its general usage. Donne
always had a new metaphor for a new feeling* and the mind had to
respond.
The second characteristic Is that the metaphors are drawn
from a wealth of previously untapped sources. Like his predecessors
Donne used religion and philosophy frequently* but he also used the
entire range of Intellectual endeavors of his contemporaries.
Astrology* medicine* alchemy* business and exploration were tapped
to serve as metaphors for love* sex and his deep and personal
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religious feelings. Even the compass was pressed into service in
"A Valediction Forbidding Mourning." Mr. Rugoff in Donne*s Imagery:
1
A Study in Creative Sources has classified the metaphors and images
under twenty different sources. Donne's imagination never went dry
for want of sources.
It is the union of these two characteristics* plus his
unique handling of elements of the Petrarchan convention* that
singles Donne out from his contemporaries. Donne's originality in
this respect covers the wide range of themes about which he wrote*
from the early anti-Petrarchist love poetry to the later poetry
which expressed his profoundly felt love of God.
1
Rugoff* OP. cit.i pp. 247-248.
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